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ABSTRACT
This study presents Tug Fleet and Ground Operations Schedules and
Controls plan. This plan was developed and optimized out of a
combination of individual Tug program phased subplans, special
emphasis studies, contingency analyses and sensitivity analyses.
The subplans cover the Tug program phases: Tug operational,
Interim Upper Stage (IUS)/Tug fleet utilization, IUS/Tug payload
integration, Tug site activation, IUS/Tug transition, Tug acquisi-
tion. Resource requirements (facility, GSE, TSE, software, man-
power, logistics) are provided in each subplan, as are appropri-
ate Tug processing flows, active and total IUS and Tug fleet re-
quirements, fleet management and Tug payload integration concepts,
facility selection recommendations, site activation and IUS to Tug
transition requirements. The impact of operational concepts on
Tug acquisition is assessed and the impact of operating Tugs out
of KSC and WTR is analyzed and presented showing WTR as a delta.
Finally, cost estimates for fleet management and ground opera-
tions of the DDT&E and operational phases of the Tug program are
given.
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Introduction
INTRODUCTION
The Space Shuttle is being designed to provide economical trans-
portation to and from low earth orbit. The mission model, however,
also identifies missions to higher energy orbits and/or to the
planets. In order to accomplish these high energy missions, ad-
ditional propulsive stages are required.
The propulsive stages for performance of the high energy missions
fall into three categories: the Interim-Upper-Stage (IUS), the
Tug, and their associated kick stages. The IUS will be devel-
oped first, by DOD, with an operational date compatible with
the operational date of Space Shuttle. The Tug will be devel-
oped by NASA for use during the 1983 to 1991 time frame. A
transition period of at least one year is anticipated whereby
both IUS and Tug will be used for accomplishment of high energy
missions.
Previous Tug system studies basically provided ground operations
requirements and concepts with limited information for the planning
and fleet operations phases. No attempt had been made to analyze
the interrelationships of these phases for optimizing overall pro-
gram benefits or analyzing Tug fleet operational risk factors by
studying the planning and operational phases as a "system." The
preplanning and integration of the Tug with other elements of
the STS and the Tug fleet operations phase had not been analyzed
in sufficient detail for supporting midrange to long range program
planning. An overall plan addressing both ground operational data
and technical requirements that span the [US/Tug planning and opera-
tions phases while narrowing options with emphasis on more signifi-
cant trade studies,was required.
The Tug Fleet and Ground Operations Schedules and Controls Study
addresses both ground operational data and technical requirements
that span the Tug planning and operations phases. A companion
study performed under another NASA contract and covering mission
operations provides complimentary flight operations details. The
two studies together provide operational planning data require-
ments, resource allocation, and control milestones for supporting
the STS program.
In many previous aerospace programs, the operations phase require-
ments have been considered too late to affect design and develop-
ment or the acquisition phase. This has not always resulted in
the most efficient operation, nor has it been cost effective, but
rather one that was forced to accommodate fixed designs and hard-
ware configurations.
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NASA recognized this problem early in the Space Tug program.
Consequently, two of the objectives of this study were to pro-
vide early operations phase inputs into hardware designs and
interfaces. Operations phase considerations such as access for
maintenance, checkout, and servicing and postmission safing con-
siderations were analyzed and inputs were provided to support the
Shuttle PDR and influence early Space Tug design and development
concepts.
A third objective was to develop and optimize ground operations
planning for Tug baseline definition. This planning data sup-
ported the concurrent series of contractor studies.
The final objective of this study was to develop preliminary
planning for management methods, such as fleet utilization
scheduling techniques, and performance measurement systems that
would support and implement the ground operations planning.
The study was based on the Tug defined by Baseline Space Tug Con-
figuration Definition, MSFC 68M00039-2, as shown on Figure I-1.
It is a cryogenic vehicle 30 ft (9.14 m) long and 176 in. (4.47
m) in diameter, made up of an LH2 tank, L02 tank, an RL-10 deriva-
tive IIB main engine with an extendable nozzle and a body shell
consisting of a forward skirt, main skirt, and aft adapter. It
has a hydraulic system for main engine actuator control, and an
active and passive thermal control system to regulate heating
loads. A helium pressurant system is included for purging, valve
control, and tank pressurization. The auxiliary propulsion sys-
tem consisting of four thruster pods is provided for vehicle con-
trol and maneuvering. The Tug has a navigational guidance and con-
trol system, a data management system, a rendezvous and docking
system, a measuring system, and an electrical power and distri-
bution system.
The IUS used for this study is that stage defined by NASA letter
PF02-74-156 dated August 19, 1974 and McDonnell Douglas Astro-
nautics Company Reference Information on Interim Upper Stage
(IUS)/SateZZllite Interfaces for Use in IUS/Tug Payload Require-
ment Study, July 1974. The kick stages are those defined by the
same NASA letter and McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company Defi-
nition of Kick Stages to be Used in OOS/Tug Payload Requirement
Compatibility Study, 15 August 1974.
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Figure I-1 Baseline Space Tug General Arrangement and Size
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I Method of Approach
II. METHOD OF APPROACH
The essence of the study approach is shown in Figure II-1. The
study tasks spanned three distinct phases. In phase 1, "strawman"
processing flows, timelines, and resource requirements were de-
veloped. In phases 1 and 2, numerous trades were performed to
optimize the "strawman" processing flows. Where additional depth
of analysis was required, special emphasis assessments were per-
formed under task 2.0 to compliment and expand the "greenlight"
single-cycle processing flows.
Task 1.0 Task 2.0 Task 10.0
Operational Special Emphasis Processing
Phase. Assessment in Unclean
Environment
Task 11.0
Task 3.0 Requirements Tug
Fleet .for Payload Acquisition
Utilization I notegration Phase Task 12. 0 Final
PP Additional Report
Effort
PHASETask 5. P Task A
Site J- S dITyg Summaries
Sbcteuvaenty, tn s uy o rao t io o f
Task 8.p0 Task 9.0
Schedules & Sensitivity
Control Plan - Analysis
ATP Orientation First Second Second Third Performance Final
Performance Contractor Performance Review & Review
Review & Data Review & Data Briefi ng
Cent ractor Exchange Data Exchange
Data (Shuttle PDR Exchange
Exchange Inputs)
PHASE I PHASE II PHASE III
Figure II-1 Study Flow Summary
Subsequently, the study operated on these optimized flows to
develop requirements for other program phases. In task 3.0, the
traffic impact was considered to establish the Tug fleet size.
Contingency analysis was employed to realistically size the fleet
under other than nominal conditions. Fleet management techniques
were developed. In task 5.0, the site activation requirements for
the Tug were defined, based on the operational data developed
earlier. The transition from IUS to Tug was analyzed in task 6.0,
giving special consideration to the period of time when concur-
rent IUS and Tug operations may be required. Task 4.0 determined
the requirements for Tug to spacecraf't integration in the mis-
sion planning era addressing such issues as Level I integration
concepts and multiple spacecraft integration.
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Finally, in phase 3, the results of tasks 1.0 through 6.0 were
analyzed to determine the impact on Tug design and development
(acquisition phase, Task 7.0). Task 10.0 assessed an alter-
native concept for processing the Tug in an as-received condi-
tion in a factory clean environment. Each task resulted in a
subplan that was integrated in task 8.0 into an overall plan.
The subplan elements were then subjected to a sensitivity analy-
sis in task 9.0 before finalization. Task 11.0 defined Support-
ing Research and Technology. Recommended Additional Effort was
defined in task 12.0.
Figure 11-2 summarizes some of the more important ground process-
ing concepts that were developed in the study. For nominal Tug
processing, factory clean environment in the VAB low bay is
recommended. Two processing cells are required with an LPS
terminal. Level I off-line integration is performed in the TPF
cell using selected Orbiter simulation. Multiple spacecraft
buildup is performed off-Tug to reduce the turnaround times.
OPF VAB PCR & Pad
19.5 hrs _ _ 97 h rs _ _ 43. 5 hrs-
Facility Tug Safing Provisions 2 Vertical Cells Pad Changeout Room
Tug/qlSC Separation Area Factory Clean Environment Loading Provisions
LPS Terminal
Orbiter Simulation
Activities Safing Final Safing Payload Installation
Removal Of Payload Refurbish & CIO Final Pressurant
Separation Clean To Visibly Clean Fuel Cell Reactants
SIC Mate MPS Load
Off-Tug Multiple S/C Integ. MLI Purge
P/L To Orbiter II/F Verif. CountdownlLaunch
APS Load
Partial Pressurant
WTR Tug Processing
Kick Stage Mate
Options/ Payload Inst'l (Horizontal) IUS Processing & Checkout SC Mate & Integration
Contingency Payload Changeout
Figure 11-2 Space Tug Processing Requirement Summary
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For contingency situations, the capability to perform spacecraft/
Tug mate and integration at the PCR should be provided. Payload
changeout provisions at the pad provide very valuable flexibility
and that capability should be retained. Similarly, although
vertical installation at the pad is recommended, horizontal instal-
lation at the OPF should remain open as an option.
The study results indicate that the most cost effective approach
to WTR launches is to perform all maintenance and checkout at ETR.
Tugs would then be ferried to WTR where spacecraft integration
would occur in the PPR,
Table II-1 provides a summary of the programmatic recommendations
of this study. Each of these recommendations will be discussed
in the appropriate section of this report.
Table II-1 Progranmatics Recommendations Swmnary
Payload Integration
Tug Project Performs Analytical and Physical Integration
Tug User Guide Developed Early
Software Integration in Simulation Lab
Activation
Engineering Model Required (Pathfinder)
Recognize Impact on Launch Pad/Orbiter
Fleet Utilization
Mechanized Utilization Planning
Contingency Provisions in System
747 Canister Transportation (Piggyback)
Spares PRocurement Deferred
Tug Block Build/Delivery Considerations
Fleet Sizing
13 to 16 Total
Optimize Expendable Utilization
Backup Tug and Kick Stage in Active Fleet
WTR Delta
Provide Minimum Launch Capability
Process and Refurbish Tugs at ETR
Average Tug Cost per Flight for Ground Processing $679.11K
The Tug Fleet and Ground Operations Schedules and Control study
has made significant contributions to the Space Tug operational
planning. Most importantly, it has served as a sounding board
by which various operational concepts could be evaluated for
Tug system applicability. This document describes the deriva-
tion of these recommended concepts and demonstrates that one
vital element of Space Tug ground operations costs is operation-
al flexibility.
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II Basic Data and
Significant Results
III. BASIC DATA AND SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
A. PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS (TASK 1.0)
The processing flows, activities, and timelines provide a vehicle
for defining resources and servicing requirements for the Space
Tug at the operational site. The fact that the flow developed
five years in advance of detailed design is a "strawman" and not
the actual flow of the flight Tug, is of small consequence to this
study. The important thing is that it represents the type of flow
and maintenance/checkout activities that will be required even-
tually. These requirements then form the basis for assessing the
effect of the operational requirements on other phases of the
program. In this respect, development of realistic processing
requirements was critical to the validity of the study results.
Processing requirements were developed using the approach shown
in Figure III-1.
Yes
Input IUS Baseline i Use as Is
S-1C-SSPD Are ,Resources
Kick Stage Baseline Baseline
Shuttle - JSC 07700 Definitions Maintenance
-11 Complete SoftwareMission & Traffic Model ?
Tug Baseline SNo \ GSE
RFP Make Assumption Function
Ground Rules Coordinate With Description
COR and
S&E Manpower
Contractor
Go With Assumption
SSystems Engineer Study Team Stick& Ball ChartFunctional FlowsSafetyEngineer ,_
Study Team Expertise I---
Aerospace Experience Identifies Functional Flow,
Tug Experience Operations Engineer Functions Timeliness, Resources
Storable-Propellant Experience Sequences
Cryogenic-Propellant Experience No Timelines,
Customer Inputs Locations Waterfall Flow
Analysis Special Emphasis
"Brainstorm" Sessions Assessments -
Telecon Communications Access
Safing
Distill Appropriate Mate/Demate Timelines per
Previous Studies Propellant
B osophy Yes or Programs Load Etc.
Required Checkout
? / Turnaround
Maintenance All Task 2.0 Special
GSE/Facilities Emphasis Assessment
Mini-Study Reports
Figure III-1 Ground Operations Methodology
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The primary input data was the Space Tug Baseline Document,
68M00039, Volumes 1 through 4, and the reference information on
IUS and kick stage configurations. Because the subject of this
task was ground operations, Volume 4 of the Tug Baseline (opera-
tions) was treated as a point of departure only, not as firm re-
quirements. The source document for payload element descriptions
was the current SSPD data. With NASA concurrence, the January
1974 Lraffic model was used at the beginning of the study for
flight manifest, payload combinations, flight frequencies, and
retrieval missions. However, it became apparent that the existing
traffic model was inadequate for fleet and resource sizing. The
January 1974 model is based on a different Tug than the current
baseline, has not incorporated the most recent DOD traffic esti-
mates, and did not include the latest updated SSPD data. A Tug-
unique traffic model was provided by NASA for use on this study.
The traffic is summarized on Figure 111-2.
IUS Data from MSFC
MMC NASA/DOD Data from MMC Extrapolation for IUS
Source Data MSFC/MDAC Data Tug Data from MSFC/MDAC
Configuration 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total
Expendable IUS - No Transition with Tug 9 16 14 17 56
NASA - ETR Only 8 11 5 10
DOD - ETR Only 1 5 9 7
Expendable IUS - 1 yr Transition with Tug 9 16 14 17 7 63
NASA - ETR Only 8 11 5 10 5
DOD - ETR Only 1 5 9 7 2
Expendable IUS - IUS Used Through 1991 9 16 14 17 7 4 3 1 1 2 1 1 76
NASA - ETR Only 8 11 5 10 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
DOD - ETR Only 1 5 9 7 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
Tug - No IUS Transition 19 22 24 18 18 16 26 22 165
NASA - ETR/WTR 13/2 11/1 15/2 12/1 11/1 11/1 17/2 14/1
DOD - ETR Only 4 10 7 5 6 4 7 7
Tug - 1-Yr IUS Transition 13 22 24 18 18 16 26 22 159
Tut - Using IUS through 1991 13 19 23 18 18 16 26 22 155
Figure 111-2 Study Traffic Model Summary
In some instances, the baseline definition required expansion or
had not been developed sufficiently. In those cases, assumptions
were established, coordinated with the COR, S&E representatives,
and, if applicable, the appropriate on-going study contractor.
When agreement was reached, the assumptions were documented and
the study proceeded on that basis.
In some areas such as checkout and maintenance concepts, it was
necessary to establish basic philosophies before more detailed
analysis could be performed. Where the baseline Tug character-
istics were compatible with sound philosophies developed in pre-
vious Tug studies or NASA documents, they were used. In other
instances, modified or new philosophies were developed to be
more consistent with the current baseline Tug.
III-2
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The methodology then followed a relatively traditional functional
analysis approach involving development of a functional flow,
identification of resource requirements, and completion of a
waterfall flow. To supplement and amplify the flows, special
emphasis assessments were performed in task 2.0. The results
were factored into the flows, as applicable.
This strawman flow was used as a point of departure for the re-
mainder of the study. At appropriate points in the study, opti-
mization trades were performed as shown in Figure 111-3, and
the results were incorporated into the baseline. The rationale
for each decision shown on Figure 111-3 is discussed in the
appropriate section of this report.
Factory
Common Common, Processing
Facility Limited Vertical Vertical 100K Clean VABTrades WTR vs vs Low
Horizontal Factory Clean Bay
Spacecraft * Facility Utilization
* ETR-WTR vs Common * Facility * Technical
* Limited WTR vs None * Mating * Operational
* NASA/DOD vs Common
100 K Clean
Processing
Separate-SAEF
Common-VAB
Spacecraft Mate TPF,
IUS/ Mate Payload-Pad Methods o
Common rades
* SID
* Little Commonality * Spacecraft * LPS
* Separate Agencies Mate-PCR vs Off-PCR * Multi Spacecraft
* Facilities * Payload Mate- Integration
Pad vs OPF * Access
* Change Out
* Propellant Load
* Tug Acquisition
* Shuttle PDR
* Site Activation
* IUS/Tug Transition Develop
* Payload Integration Assess Impact on and Sensitivity to Detailed Flows
* Fleet Utilization and Requirements
* Management Methods
Figure 111-3 Processing Flow Optimization Trades
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The resultant baseline processing flow is shown on Figure 111-4.
After Orbiter landing and safing on the Orbiter Landing Field (OLF)
and payload removal in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF), the
Tug is moved to the Tug Processing Facility (TPF) where refurbish-
ment, checkout, and Tug/spacecraft mate occurs. All processing
is performed with the Tug and spacecraft in a vertical orienta-
tion. When a kick stage is required, kick stage buildup, check-
out, and Tug-kick stage mate also takes place in the TPF. After
Ti /sQpa r~r ft maot, ho Tug A S h.yprgl - prop1i -are loaded--
and pressurants are partially loaded. The payload is then moved to
the launch pad and installed in the Payload Changeout Room (PCR).
When the Orbiter is ready for payload mate, the PCR is mated to
the Orbiter, the PCR and Orbiter doors opened, and the payload
installed in and mated to the Orbiter. Interface tests are then
performed, fuel cell reactants and remaining pressurants loaded,
and at T-2 hours, MPS propellants loaded concurrent with Shuttle
cryogenic propellant loading.
OLF OPF SPF TPF VAB PCR PAD
Refurbished
ane Adapte frm tnl pecton .
Stae tti Veaifatio
O tbit tte
Separate Caoe itri
irc raft M iis P rionc
S TuAda I ..... pressri~zatio n
Un icae Spacecraft h r att
e Payload
Re Payload tairteFan keot
r a vS a fe T u S ysk Le
Sta epaeraft RrAdapter
Figure CleaIII-4 Tug Ground Operations Flow
This Tug processing flow requires 157 hours from Orbiter landing
to Orbiter liftoff. In addition, the flow reflects 3 hours stand-
by time while other operations are in progress. Of this time,
the Tug is on the OLF for 2 hours, in the OPF for 14 hours andin the TPF for 100 hours. Movement to the pad, installation in
the PCR, and Tug standby required 20 hours. The payload is
installed in the Orbiter at T-23 hours. The crew size to per-
form these operations for one Tug cycle on a 2-shift basis is 80
personnel.
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This organization of 80 people considers times of peak work loads
and slack time. During periods of slack time, operations personnel
would be involved in off-line refurbishment, checkout, and cali-
bration of flight components and GSE units. During periods of
peak Tug activities, facility support personnel will supplement
test operations personnel. The total operations crew to support
the Tug fleet and to accommodate the mission model is discussed
in the fleet utilization section.
Some of the more salient features of our processing flow are shown
in Table III-1. A common Tug maintenance and checkout facility
was recommended over equal and dedicated ETR and WTR facilities.
The study shows significant savings in this approach if the WTR
Tug traffic is low. The traffic model provided by NASA for use
on this study shows the WTR Tug traffic averaging only one a year,
with two flights per year shown in only three years of the period.
A common NASA/DOD processing facility for the Tug was recommended
over dedicated facilities. This does not necessarily imply common
Tug/IUS facilities. If the Tug is processed in the VAB, joint IUS/
Tug facilities are possible; however, if the Tug is processed in
the SAEF-1 facility, separate IUS facilities must be provided be-
cause of space limitations. The combined DOD/NASA flight density
does not preclude common Tug processing. Although the full impact
of classified payloads have not been assessed, it is assumed that
they can be handled in a common area if properly planned.
Table III-1 Salient Features of Tug Processing Flow
Common Tug Processing Facility (ETR/WTR)
Common NASA and DOD Tug Processing Facility
Tug-to-Spacecraft Mate Off Pad (ETR), WTR Delta
Payload-to-Orbiter Mate On Pad
The Spacecraft Is Assumed Flight Ready when Received for Tug-to-
Spacecraft Integration
Multiple Spacecraft Integration Is Performed Off-Tug
fug-to-Spacecraft Mate and Processing Is Vertical
Checkout Based on "Last Flight Is Best Test" Philosophy
LPS Is Primary Mode of Ground Checkout
Interface Verification Is Performed in TPF Cell (Built-in Simulation)
The study recommends Tug to spacecraft mating and integration
off-pad at ETR. The heavy traffic precludes routine mating at
the pad; however, the option of integration at the PCR should be
provided for priority payload changeout and for contingencies.
At WTR, the traffic is much lighter and the facilities are being
designed with greater flexibility because only one launch pad is
available. Consequently, the study recommends a WTR delta of
integration and checkout in the PPR/PCR.
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For Tug payloads, integration into the Shuttle should be per-
formed vertically at the pad rather than horizontally at the OPF.
This saves approximately 60 hours on each Tug turnaround cycle.
In addition, it accommodates the spacecraft that cannot be handled
in a horizontal attitude.
Multiple spacecraft integration should be performed off-Tug. A
current study indicates that on-line multiple spac craft integra-
tion could add between 20 and 30 hours of serial processing time
to the Tug flow. Although not critical when only minimal flow
is considered, combinations of factors such as excessive mainte-
nance times or high checkout and processing failures could in-
crease the turnaround time to the point where additional resources
of processing channels or sets of GSE might be required.
The baseline flow recommends that off-Orbiter level I integration
be performed in the processing cell rather than in a separate
integration facility. This approach is further discussed in
payload integration task 4.0.
B. SPECIAL EMPHASIS ASSESSMENTS (TASK 2.0)
The study plan required analysis to a greater level of detail in
certain selected emphasis areas in order to drive out specific
requirements. In other instances, it becomes evident in perform-
ing the study that additional analysis would be required to pro-
vide sufficient data upon which to base operational tradeoff
decisions. The results of these assessments were incorporated
into the baseline processing requirements where appropriate. In
addition, when warranted, a study report was prepared to document
the rationale and derivation of results.
1.0 Tug Postlanding Safing
During flight operations, the Tug contains energy sources that
constitute potential hazards but are required for mission accom-
plishment. These potential hazards have been reduced to an ac-
ceptable level for flight operation by design features, safety
factors, and by providing for the control of the energy sources.
The Tug safing philosophy is to eliminate each energy source as
soon as practical after the mission requirements for that energy
is completed. Residual energy sources (hazards) must, of course,
remain under monitor and control.
Tug safing, therefore, is actually accomplished incrementally dur-
ing recovery, reentry, and postlanding operations. It may be
assumed that the first two sets of safing actions listed on
Figure 111-5 will be accomplished before Orbiter reentry and
landing. Postlanding safing considerations include operations
with the Tug in the Orbiter payload bay and after removal. For
normal turnaround operations, hazards will be reduced to a level
of acceptance for personnel access and performance of required
activities. It is considered neither essential nor practical to
achieve an absolute safe (completely inert) Tug status.
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Incremental Tug Safing to Eliminate/Reduce Energy Sources as Mission Permits
Monitor and Control Any Residual Hazards
SMain Propellants Vented
Prior to Retrieval
APS Secured
Tug/Orbiter Interfaces Verified
Tug Electrical Power Sources Put On Standby
Tug Electrical Power Supplied by Orbiter
P rior to Re-Entry Fuel Cell Reactants Vented
Orbiter Crew Requirements (OLF)
Ground Control (OLF)
Control Tank Pressure, Integrity Verification,
Purge Hazardous Vapor Detection
Ground Crew (OPF)Post Landing'- Tug in H2 Vent to Burn StackOrbiter 2
Remove Hydrazine Residuals (TPF)
Remove Auxiliary Battery (TPF)
Verify Integrity Pressure System (TPF)P rior to Mai nte na nce Decay Leak, Vent to - 4 Safety Factor
H2 Vent to Burn Stack, Lock Up Blanket Pressure
Monitor Pressure Via LPS
Figure 111-5 Tug Postlanding Safing Philosophy
The Tug systems status at landing provides the basis for develop-
ing postlanding safing requirements. Based on assumed prelanding
safing actions, the following Tug potential hazards may be present
upon Orbiter landing.
Chemical energy in the form of residual hydrogen vapor and hydra-
zine will be present. The liquid hydrogen residuals will have been
expelled from the main propellant and fuel cell reactant tanks on
orbit. Previous studies have shown that the tanks can only be
evacuated to u2 psi (1.38 x 104 N/m2) while on orbit rather than
to vacuum. This is due to the risk of hydrogen approaching its
triple point." Consequently, same residual vapor will remain.
The APS will be secured by closing the series redundant thruster
valves with residual hydrazine in the tank and lines.
Pressure energy will be present in the main propellant tanks,
fuel cell reactant tanks, and the pressurization systems. Before
entry, the main propellant tanks will be pressurized to a level
to preclude implosion during landing. The pressurization systems
will contain residual pressurants. These pressures will vary as
a function of temperature changes during and after landing.
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The partially discharged auxiliary (flight) battery presents an
electrical energy source. Since no ordnance devices have been
identified in the baseline configuration, safing requirements for
ordnance systems have not been included in the safing study.
The safing requirements during Orbiter/Tug (Tug in Orbiter pay-
load bay) operations will be discussed in the following three
functionai areas:
1) The Orbiter flight crew, having prime responsibility to
monitor and control safety critical Tug functions, will make
a final check to ensure all Caution and Warning (C&W) param-
eters are within limits before egress. The flight crew will
also initiate and verify the transfer of control of Tug func-
tions to Ground Control.
2) The Tug Ground Control will monitor the C&W parameters with
particular attention to tank pressure levels during post-
landing temperature variations. In the course of monitoring
tank pressures and temperatures, Ground Control will verify
the pressure integrity of all tanks in the gross terms avail-
able with flight instrumentation. These first two sets of
requirements will be accomplished at the OLF.
3) The Orbiter Ground Operations Crew will establish the payload
bay purge to neutralize any hazardous vapors. The exhaust
from the payload bay purge will be subjected to hazardous
vapor detectors to ensure freedom from leaks. In the event
the hydrogen tanks require venting, the Tug H2 vent will be
connected to a burn stack via the Orbiter. These operations
are performed in the OPF.
The Tug safing for turnaround operations is completed after re-
moval from the Orbiter payload bay and transport to the TPF air-
lock. The following four requirements were established to reduce
hazards to an acceptable level for turnaround activities:
1) The APS tanks and lines will be drained of residual liquid
hydrazine. The system will then be purged and sealed with a
dry nitrogen blanket.
2) The auxiliary (flight) battery will be disconnected and re-
moved from the Tug.
3) All Tug pressurized systems will be leak checked with helium
at maximum operating pressure to verify systems integrity.
Upon completion of the leak check, each system will be vented
to a pressure of one-fourth or less of the design burst pres-
sure and sealed. Hydrogen systems will be vented to a pressure
of one-fourth or less of the design burst pressure and sealed.
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Hydrogen systems will be vented to a burn stack for disposal
of any residual hydrogen vapor when reducing to the one-fourth
design proof level. The remainder of processing will be ac-
complished with the tanks locked up to this blanket pressure.
4) Pressure systems will be monitored by the LPS during turn-
around activities to ensure that pressure levels remain in
limits. Continuous monitoring is not required since pres-
sure changes are a function of temperature change and the Tug
is in a controlled environment during turnaround. A temper-
ature change of 300 F (16.7 0C) would produce a pressure change
in the order of 1 psia (6.89 x 103 N/m2 ) on the largest (hydro-
gen) tank.
2.0 Tug/Shuttle Mating and Demating Functions and Constraints
The objective of this special emphasis assessment was to deter-
mine the mate/demate functions associated with payload installa-
tion on the pad using the PCR and to identify any problems or
constraints associated with those functions.
Figure III-6 shows the steps in the mate/demate process. The
illustrations in the center show the PCR in a retracted position,
a payload on the PCR manipulator, and the PCR extended to the
Orbiter, respectively.
S VF InstallpIL PCR& Orbiter teI PCR Mate eOrbiter
Canister Maint Verify Mating Align
Ready Environment I1F Clean Verify IlFStow P/L On Seal I/F Connectors
Manipulator Open PCR Verify Trun.
Open Orb Bay & Ret Sys I/F
Est Environment Latch System
Mate I/F
R PCR RptinsSang | eat Bet
Connectors
r--
Fq re b 11- T Operations i M Seg Demate
Retract Power On Determine PIL cg
Manipulator PIL for Adjust & Attach
Close Orb Bay Safi ng Spreader Bar
Close PCR Disengage IlF's
Retract PCR Retract Reten SysExtract P/IL
Figure III-6 Tug/Shuttle Mate/Demate Functions
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In the process of assessing the mate/demate functions, four sig-
nificant areas of concern were identified; at the completion of
this study, one area has been resolved, two are being investigated
by other contractors/NASA, and one will require further attention
in later phases of the Tug development. These areas ofconcern
are:
1) Additional hard points required - when the steps involved in
installation of the Tug into the cargo bay were analyzed, it
became apparent that there is no way to transfer from the PCR
manipulator to the cargo bay retention points because there
is only one set of hard points at each location on the Tug.
This inadequacy was presented in September and both NASA-KSC
and the GDC--Interface study have assessed the problem and pre-
sented alternative solutions. KSC recommended a second set
of standard handling hard points that could be removed before
flight. GDC recommended a modificaton to the existing hard
point attachments to allow ground handling manipulators to be
used inboard of the retention hard points that mate with the
Orbiter.
2) No Orbiter hard point - The baseline Tug configuration defines
two retention points at Sta 1293. There is no corresponding
hard point in the Orbiter at Sta 1293. This discrepancy was
presented in the first data exchange. Since then several
potential solutions have been presented including moving the
retention point to Sta 1246.
3) Limited access - both the mate/demate assessment and the ac-
cess assessment identified marginal access in the area behind
the engine compartment when in the cargo bay. Access to con-
nect the electrical and fluid umbilicals to the service panels
located on the Orbiter aft bulkhead between Sta Z 350 and Z 360
0 0
is very limited, if not impossible. Potential resolutions to
this concern have been presented and will be discussed in the
access study summary.
4) CG determination - the baseline Tug configuration has a tight
clearance between the aft end of the deployment adapter and
the cargo bay aft bulkhead. This clearance could be as small
as inches. If a full size payload is retrieved, the clearance
at the forward end could also be critical when removing the
payload from the cargo bay. Although the cg of the Tug and
delivery spacecraft would be known precisely at liftoff, both
the Tug and the spacecraft to be retrieved will have expended
some consumables, providing some uncertainties in the cg lo-
cation. For removal, the payload is translated out of the
cargo bay using a crane, sling, and spreader bars. To pre-
clude any swinging of the payload when initially lifted, the
cg must be known precisely to adjust the spreader bars before
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lifting. At the present time, the design of the Tug has not
matured enough to determine if flight instrumentation can pro-
vide the data required to determine the cg.
3.0 Tug Access Assessment
An access assessment was performed on the Tug to determine ease
of operations and maintainability of the baseline configuration.
Ground rules and assumptions on which the assessment was based
are shown in first block of Figure 111-8. The next block shows
the types and definitions of access that were considered. These
were:
1) Physical - access related to physical accessibility, or the
ability to remove and replace those items considered LRUs.
2) Functional - access related to ability to perform reverifica-
tion of replaced LRUs and accomplishment of subsystem/system
checkout and health monitoring.
3) Service - access related to loading of mission required con-
sumables, and safing at the time of Tug retrieval and before
Tug refurbishment.
(76.2 cm)(25.4 cm) 30 in. Location Structural
D . -- /Access Door
APS
Hydrazine
SphereSphere LO2 Tank
LH Tank2
LO02 Capacitive
LH Submerged Mass Probe& /2 Level SensorValves LO2 Vent Orbiter
LH2  Fill, Drain Panrvice
He Forward Access & Dump
Sphere Hatch (Diameter
(2) Undefined)
X0 1128. 00
SEstablish Define Identity Assess Identify Potential
Ground Rules Access Potential Access Problem Areas &
& Assumptions RequirementsLRUs Provisions Solutions
* Unscheduled Maint * Physical * 5 Structures * Adequatellnadequate * LH2 Submerged Valves
Limited to LRUs 0 Functional * 54 Propulsion and * Gross Probability * APS Hydrazine Sphere
* No Maint While in * Service Mechanical 0 He Spheres
* 45 AvionicsOrbiter 0 24 Thermal Control 0 L02 Capacitive Mass Probe
* LPS Available Up 0 PIL to Orbiter IIF
to T-0 hr
Figure III-7 Access Assessment Results
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Before starting the access evaluations, it was also necessary to
complete an extensive study of the baseline configuration to de-
termine which types of black boxes and/or components would be
considered as candidate LRUs. The results of this study are con-
tained in the final report and are, in general, as follows: 5
structural, 54 propulsion and mechanical, 24 thermal control, and
45 avionics LRUs. Such things as size, weight, locAtionn and
probability of failure were considered in the selection of candi-
date LRUs. The relatively high number of candidate LRUs is due to
the inability to "paletize" or package LRUs in the area available
on the basline configuration (forward skirt and intertank areas).
After selection of the LRUs, each candidate was evaluated for
physical access in accordance with its proximity to baseline con-
figuration access provisions. An assessment of adequacy was es-
tablished. Of the 128 LRUs identified, 4 demonstrated access
problems. Upon completion of the LRU physical access evaluation,
the baseline configuration was analyzed with relation to the Tug
functional flow diagram. This analysis considered each functional
block and the feasibility of accomplishing the required activities
within the constraints of the defined configuration. This analysis
yielded one functional and service problem.
The five significant access problems are:
1) LH 2 submerged valves - The LH 2 dump, fill, drain, and pre-
valves are submerged primarily to reduce the risk of leakage
and to help reduce thermal leakage problems. The LH 2 provides
an extremely severe thermal environment for these critical
valves. In event of a failure, replacement accessibility is
inadequate. Three potential solutions were provided: move
the valves to the exterior, increase the diameter of the
forward dome hatch and constrain slosh baffling design, or
add an aft dome access hatch.
2) APS hydrazine sphere and He spheres - There is a 30 in. (76.2
cm) structural access door provided approximately at Sta 1128.
The hydrazine sphere is calculated to be approximately 32 in.
(81.3 cm) in diameter. The probability of a failure of the
bladder due to long term exposure to hydrazine is relatively
high. The He spheres are approximately 29 in. (73.7 cm) in
diameter. Three potential solutions were presented: increase
the access door to 36 in. (91.4 cm) with the attendant weight
penalty for doubling, increase the quantity and reduce the
size of spheres, or implement the optional field splice at
STA 1061.74. Since the latter also solves the next problem,
it is the favored solution.
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3) LO2 capacitive mass probe and level sensors - Although a small
access hatch is provided in the forward dome, there is only
10 in. (25.4 cm) clearance between the aft dome of the LH2
tank and the access hatch on the LO2 tank forward dome. Sev-
eral potential solutions were presented. Implementation of
the optional field splice at Sta 1061.74 is recommended since
it solves several problems.
4) Payload to Orbiter interface - Access is required to the
service panels presently located at the bottom of the cargo
bay on the aft bulkhead between Sta Z 350 and Z 360. When
o o
the Tug is in place in the cargo bay, the engine bell and
deployment adapter makes access to the panels to connect fluid
and electrical umbilicals very marginal. Several potential
solutions are being considered. The study recommended moving
the service panels above the center line to Sta Z 440. The
GDC interface study is evaluating another configuration de-
ployment adapter that improves but does not eliminate the
access problem.
4.0 Payload Changeout at the Pad Assessment
Figure III-8 illustrates the functional flow for four options of
payload changeout. The top flow illustrates changeout of a space-
craft using two approaches: (1) leave the Tug in the cargo bay,
or (2) remove the Tug/spacecraft to the PCR for spacecraft change-
out in the PCR. The bottom flow shows changout of the entire pay-
load or of the Tug only. Payload changeout was considered under
three time related conditions: before loading fuel cell reactants
(T-10 hr), before loading cryogenic propellants and flight pres-
sures (T-2 hr), and after cryogenic propellant loading (T-45 min).
In each case, the entire vehicle must be safed before initiating
the change.
Depending on the time of occurrence of payload qhangeout, the
impact on Shuttle can be almost zero before fuel cell reactant
loading at T-10 hr to extensive after MPS loading at T-45 min.
If propellants have been loaded in the ET, safety dictates they
be unloaded and purged before initiating payload changeout. The
fuel cell reactant tanks should be unloaded and purged because
the reactant tanks are below the Orbiter bay per Rockwell Inter-
national SSV73-66, November 1973. They represent a hazard to
personnel and equipment in the vicinity during changeout.
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Resume
Initiate Payload Green LightInitiate Payload Payload Changeout Operation
ChangeoutPCR
SIC Changeout Only Retracted Exteded Retracted
Install New Remove PIL from Orbiter Remove SIC from
SIC in PCR Remove SIC from Tug-Stow PCR (Recycle SIC)
Place New SIC on Tug
Place P/L I nto Orbiter
PCR OrPCR
Retracted R etracted
Safe Shuttle/ Interface Checkout
TugiSpacecraft Propellant LoadCountdown
Launch
PCR Retracted PCR Extended
PCR C P R PCR
Tug or Entire PIL - \- Etended Retracted Extended
Remove P/L from Orbiter Remove Tug (or P/L) from PCR Install Stowed SIC
Separate SIC from Tug Install New Tug (or PIL in PCR) Onto New Tug
Stow SIC in PCR I nstall P/L Into
Or Prepare for Entire Orbiter
PIL Removal
Figure III-8 Payload Changeout Functional Flow
All ordnance devices should be electrically safed and all ordnance
buses deenergized until the resumption of green light activities.
Dedicated buses to all Shuttle energy subsystems such as pres-
surization and propulsion systems should also be deactivated. Be-
fore deactivation, all high pressure storage devices should be
reduced in pressure to levels consistent with general personnel
access in the vicinity.
A spacecraft changeout requires the Orbiter bay doors to be cycled
open/closed. A Tug or entire payload change requires the open/
closed cycle to be performed twice. Each cycle will impose the
attendant environmental stabilization sequence on the Orbiter bay
and PCR temperature, humidity, air flow, and particle count.
In addition to the impact on the Orbiter, certain requirements
are imposed on the payloads to facilitate changeout. These delta
requirements follow.
1) GSE - The green light GSE will be sufficient to accommodate
changeout. This is true because the PCR operation is capable
of mating and integrating a Tug and spacecraft as one green
light option or handling a mated Tug and spacecraft as another
option. Those two conditions cover the full spectrum of change-
outs as far as GSE is concerned.
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2) Facoility - The only facility impact is an additional require-
ment on the PCR, which allows temporary stowage of two space-
craft in the PCR simultaneously while either changing a space-
craft or a Tug, and which allows access to the spacecraft in
the Orbiter bay. These two requirements will save a PCR
retraction/extension cycle in spacecraft changeout and allow
the Tug to remain inside the Orbiter bay for some spacecraft
with small diameters and lengths.
3) Timelines - Payload changeout'can range from 11 to 20 hours
to get back to a green light condition and can add 28 to 42
hours to the launch schedule depending on whether the spacecraft,
Tug, or entire payload is changed out.
4) Software - The LPS will require programming to control the
safing functions in the Shuttle/Tug and spacecraft including
propellant unloading, pressure reduction, fuel cell reactant
unloading purging, electrical power switching, and energy
system safing. While these programs are not a normal part
of a green light flow, they are needed for contingencies so
they are not unique to changeout.
When coupled with the contingency analysis performed under task
3.0, the conclusions of this assessment are that all four change-
out alternatives should be provided for in the planning and facil-
ities provisions for the Tug. Under certain situations, it might
be necessary to implement any one of the following options:
1) Spacecraft changeout leaving the Tug in the cargo bay;
2) Spacecraft changeout with Tug/spacecraft separation in the PCR
(Tug'removed from cargo bay);
3) Entire payload (Tug and spacecraft) changeout;
4) Tug only changeout.
5.0 Propellant and Pressurant System Assessment
The propellant loading system assessment evaluated three areas:
adequacy of the baseline system from an operational point of view,
operational timelines, and safety considerations. As an example
of a baseline system assessment, Figure III-9 illustrates the
recommended modifications to the APS hydrazine system to enhance
operations. These recommended modifications include:
1) A servicing port between the series valves ahead of each
thruster to provide for functional and leak check of each
valve. Without this provision, it is possible to start a
mission with leakage in one of the two series-redundant valves.
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This capability also provides an effective way to purge the
system as required without contaminating the catalyst bed of
the thruster.
2) Solenoid valves, plus a quick disconnect and cap, are recom-
mended for pressurant servicing of the He spheres and the N 2H4
bladder tanks (two places) to provide series isolation at the
servicing connections. The pressure regulator in the ground
servicing fill connection should be deleted.
3) Isolation valves are recommended between the helium storage
tank and the pressure regulators to accommodate concurrent
hydrazine and helium loading. During loading of the APS
propellant tanks, helium must first be applied to bottom the
bladder in the tank, then vented as the liquid displaces the
helium gas during fill. The isolation valves allow loading
of hydrazine and helium concurrently, and allow the flight
pressurization of the propellant tanks to be delayed until
the final count, or later.
A similar assessment was performed on the He pressurant system,
the fuel cell reactant system, the MLI purge system, and the main
propulsion system.
. .. . Fill~ He
Add Q/D With Cap and Add Isolation Valve
Solenoid Valve Typical - Typical 2 Places
2 Places -
Vent
Typ
N2H4 N2H4 N2H4
Fill Vent
Self Sealing
QID with Cap
Provide Service Port
- Typical 24 Places
NO
Figure III-9 Tug APS Recommended Modifications
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Figure III-10 is a timeline assessment performed on the main pro-
pellant system. A similar assessment was performed on other pro-
pellant and pressurant systems. The Tug main propellant system
will be loaded with cryogenics concurrently with the loading of
the Shuttle cryogenics. This will be accomplished on-pad with
the Shuttle loading starting at T-2 hours and requiring 75
minutes for completion. The Tug loading will be accomplished
within this time span as shown. Tug loading sequence is dependent
on the Shuttle loading sequence and cannot be finalized until the
Shuttle loading sequence is totally defined. The Shuttle loading
sequence shown is based on previous studies performed for NASA
and updated to reflect current loading requirements of 75 minutes
for the External Tanks.
T-2 Hrs T-I T-O
Facility Line Chilldown
Fill Orbiter Lines and. Engine
3 Fill External Tank to 2%, 350 gpm (1.325 m3 /min)
Fill External Tank to 98%, 5,000 gpm (18.93 m 3/min)
Top & Replenish, 90 gpm (0.341 m 3/min) --- 75 min.
Facility Line Chilldown
Fill Orbiter Lines and Engine
4 Hold for Engine Chilldown
Fill External Tank to 2%, 1,200 gpm (4.542 m 3/min)
Hold for Facility Chilldown
Fill External Tank to 98%, 12,000 gpm (45.42 m3/min)
Top and Replenish, 135 gpm (0.511 m 3/min) - 75 min.
Chilldown
N Slow Fill to 5%, 25 gpm (0.095 m 3/min) for 10 min
Fast Fill to 98%, 200 gpm (0.757 m3 /min) for 24 min
Top and Replenish, 25 gpm (0.095 m3 /min) for 4 min
Chilldown
Slow Fill to 7%, 50 gpm (0.189 m
3 /min) for 20 min
- Fast Fill to 98%, 500 gpm (1.893 m3 /min) 26 min
Top and Replenish, 50 gpm (0.189 m 3/min) 6 min
Figure III-10 Simultaneous Shuttle/Tug Propellant Loading
The Tug loading sequence is arranged such that the Tug flow starts
after Shuttle flow is initiated and stops before the Shuttle flow
is terminated. Each event for Shuttle and Tug loadings is scheduled
so as not to happen simultaneously with another loading event. This
will provide maximum operational visibility and maximize the safety
considerations.
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Finally, the propellant loading operations were optimized with
respect to safety. The resulting operations and their safety
considerations are summarized on Table 111-2.
Table 111-2 Propellant Loading Safety Aspects
Auxiliay I rou ion ystem
Load Propellant in TPF
Best Loading Area Control
Complete Post Loading Leak Check
Contained Storable Propellant Acceptable
Handling Weight Increase with Propellant (% 10%) Acceptable
Pressurants
Partial Load in TPF - Final on Pad
Maintain Safety Factor 2 4.0 for Handling
Minimizes Tank Heating Stresses
Fuel Cell Reactants
Load on Pad T-10 hours
Orbiter - Tug Sequentially
Reactants Initiated Sequentially
MLI Purge
Dedicated Purge Vent
Propellant Vapors Vented Overboard
No Back Pressure Imposed on Purge Bag
Main Propulsion System
Tug Loading Lines Separate from Orbiter
ET Static Head and Surges Precluded
Simultaneous Drain ET and Tug
The auxiliary propulsion system propellant, hydrazine (N2H4), is
stable in a contained system and presents the opportunity to load
the system early in launch preparations. Loading in the TPF pro-
vides the optimum area control, both personnel access and environ-
mental control including ventilation and decontamination of pos-
sible spills. Maximum access is available in the TPF to make a
complete postloading leak check of the ACS. Hydrazine is stable
to shock and operational temperatures since thermal decomposition
begins at about 320 0 F (1600C) and the critical temperature is
716 0 F (3800 C). The ACS propellant adds a maximum of 500 lb
(226.8 kg) approximately 10%, to the Tug dry handling weight.
This does not increase the hazards of handling appreciably and
is considered acceptable.
The recommended two-step pressurant loading enhances operational
safety. Partial pressurization in the TPF and final pressuriza-
tion at the pad assures thermal stabilization and minimizes
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stresses on the airborne tank during final loading. Limiting the
partial pressurization to provide a safety factor 2 4.0 ensures
adequate safety during handling and transportation.
Loading the Orbiter and Tug fuel cell reactants sequentially pro-
vides minimum personnel access constraints at the pad for hazard-
ous operations. The hazards associated with reactant transfers
are minimized by starting the L02 and LH2 transfers sequentially.
Providing a dedicated MLI purge vent enhances safe operation and
eliminates possible contamination of the Orbiter bay with helium.
The vapors are vented safely overboard. The dedicated vent also
precludes possible damage to the purge bag from back pressure
from main tank GO2 or GH2 vents.
The recommended separate Tug main propellant loading lines pro-
vide optimum safety within the constraints of simultaneous load-
ing. Separate lines positively prevent imposing ET propellant
static head pressure or ET loading pressure surges on Tug tanks.
Launch pad emergencies during and after propellant loading can
be counteracted more readily with separate lines.
6.0 Minimum WTR Launch Capability
Early in the study, a common Tug maintenance and checkout facility
at ETR was selected over full and redundant facilities at both ETR
and WTR. In this concept, fully refurbished and checked out Tugs
would be ferried to WTR for those missions requiring a WTR launch.
WTR would have launch capability but no Tug maintenance and process-
ing facilities. Significant savings in facilities and manpower can
be realized with this approach.
However, the WTR Tug traffic has changed significantly in the past
year, as illustrated by Table 111-3. The second model shown
represents the October 1973 NASA model published in January 1974.
In March 1974 a new DOD model that did not show any DOD Tug flights
out of WTR was published. The third model shown represents the
DOD model integrated into the NASA model. The September 1974
data, the information provided by MSFC for use of this study,
reflect an average of one Tug flight per year out of WTR with two
flights per year shown only in 1984, 1986, and 1990.
With the continued decline in WTR Tug traffic, the obvious ques-
tion was, is it worth it to have any Tug launch capability at WTR?
The objective of this assessment was to answer that question.
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Table 111-3 WTR Tug Traffic Evolution
84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 Annual
Average
Summer 73
NASA 4 6 4 6 4 6 4 --
DOD 9 7 13 8 12 8 8 --
Total 13 13 17 14 16 14 12 -- 14
January 74
NASA 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
DOD 4 5 4 4 3 5 3 5
Total 8 6 5 6 5 7 5 7 6
March 74
NASA 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
DOD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
September 74
NASA 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
DOD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
As a starting point, it was necessary to determine if it is feasi-
ble to fly the Tug missions presently identified for WTR out of
ETR. Table 111-5 shows that, when the traffic model for 1984-
1991 is further analyzed, a compliment of only three payloads make
up the WTR traffic. All three could be flown out of ETR using
a 57-deg (0.9947-rad) inclination. However, only the Upper
Atmosphere Explorer can be flown from ETR without penalty. Both
the Tiros and Environmental Monitoring Satellite require a kick
stage for delivery from ETR. In addition, neither can be recovered
from ETR.
Consequently, both EO-12 and EO-56 must be replaced if WTR launch
capability is not provided since they cannot be retrieved from ETR.
Figure 111-14 compares the replacement cost if flown from ETR, with
the refurbishment cost if flown and retrieved from WTR. In addi-
tion, the price of kick stages required for the delivery of EO-12
and EO-56 from ETR are shown. The cost for spacecraft refurbish-
ment or replacement was obtained from the MDAC study. This com-
parison shows that the net mission cost without WTR launch capa-
bility isl $109M.
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Table I-4 WTR Tug Missions Flown from ETR
CURRENT NASA WTR MISSIONS Traffic - 84-91 ETR Alternate (57o Inclination)
REQUIRING TUG Up Down Deliver Retrieve
Environmental Monitoring 6 5 OK* No
NN/D (EO-56)
900 x 900 n mi at 103c (1666.8 x
1.666.8 km at 1.797 rad)
4860 lb (2204.5 kg)
Tiros
EO-6 (EO-12) 1 1 OK* No
900 x 900 n mi at 103* (1666.8 x
1666.8 km at 1.797 rad)
4740 ib [4812/4786] (2150.06 kg
[2182. 72/2170.93))
Explorer-Upper Atmosphere
PHY-1B(AP-01) 2 2 OK OK
140 x 1900 n mi at 90' (259.3 x
3518 km at 1.571 rad)
2004 lb [2060/1674] (909.0 kg
[934.42/759.33])
*Kick Stage Required
DELTA MISSION Delta Cos $137 + $6.5 M - $34.5 M = $109 M
WTR
Unit Cost Refurb
Spacecraft to Refurb Quantity Cost
EO-12 $6 M 1 $6 M
EO-56 $5.7 M 5 $28.5 M
Total $34.5 M
ETR
Unit Cost Repl Jnit Cost Kick Stage
Spacecraft to Repl Quantity Cost Kick Stage Quantity Cost
EO-12 $22 M 1 $22 M $0.93 M 1 $0.9 M
EO-56 $23 M 5 $115 M $0.93 M 6 $5.6 M
Total $137 M Total $6.5 M
The cost involved in providing a minimum launch capability at WTR
was developed. This cost included GSE required at WTR over and
above that required to safe and handle the Tug. Since WTR is
considered a contingency landing site, that equipment is required
regardless of launch capability. If the GSE was WTR/ETR common
only the procurement cost was included. Where the GSE is required
only at WTR, both design/development and procurement costs were
included. In a similar manner, facility modification for propel-
lant loading and fluid servicing was estimated. These costs were
based on incorporating Tug facilities into the initial WTR modi-
fication for STS. The cost of a small, permanent crew at WTR and
a larger, transient crew from ETR was estimated. Transportation
costs for ferrying the Tug from ETR to WTR and back were included.
Table 111-5 shows a summary of the delta costs to provide WTR
launch capability. This cost was compared with the cost penalty
for flying the same missions out of ETR. The conclusion was that
the total cost for WTR Tug launch capability is small and that
the investment cost is only a small portion of the total cost.
The assessment recommends that minimum Tug launch capability be
provided in the WTR baseline.
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Table III-5 WTR Tug Launch Summary '
Summary
ACost for WTR Launches
GSE $1484 K
Facilities $1991 K
Crew $1344 K/year x 8 years = $10,752 K
Transportation $ 32 K/R.T. x 11 R.T. = $ 352 K
Total ACost Impact = $14,579 K ($2,675 K Nonrecurring and $11,904 K Recurring)
Mission Impact (Launch from ETR Instead of WTR)
EO-12 (TIROS) and EO-56 (Environmental Monitoring)
Cannot Be Retrieved from ETR
AMission Costs = $109,000 K
Delta Cost
Cost Penalty for No WTR Tug Launch Capability = $94,400 K
Conclusion:
Total Cost of WTR Tug Launch Capability Is Small Compared to Mission Impact
($14.6 M vs $109.M)
Investment Cost Is Only A Small Portion of the Total Cost ($2.7 M vs $14.6 M)
Recommendations:
Minimal Tug Launch Capability Should be Included in WTR Baseline
7.0 Vertical vs Horizontal Processing
To optimize the baseline flows and recommend a processing facility
for the Tug, it was necessary to determine the preferred process-
ing attitude. Since Tug processing must be compatible with and
accommodate spacecraft requirements, this assessment considered
both the Tug and the spacecraft.
Tug processing does not require either horizontal or vertical
orientation. Tug manufacturing, transport, and landing is in the
horizontal position, while it is launched in the vertical position.
Access to the Tug interior might be easier in the horizontal posi-
tion, while some maintenance items would be easier in the vertical
plane. All Tug transportation, such as contractor to launch site
and TPF to launch pad, in the horizontal position is preferred.
While the Tug has no preference for processing in the horizontal
or vertical plane, the IUS does. All of the leading IUS candi-
dates prefer vertical processing because of existing GSE and
present processing procedures. All transportation for the IUS
and the Tug is preferred in the horizontal position.
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Preliminary facility layouts show that vertical processing re-
quires less floor space and is less costly. Most KSC facilities
have adequate vertical space but floor space is beginning to
become scarce. Spacecraft mating to Tug would be less compli-
cated if accomplished in the vertical orientation. One of the
factors is ease of aligning spacecraft to Tug.
All launch site processing crew experience is vertical since all
present and past stages were processed vertically. IUS to Tug
transition would prove more compatible if both were processed in-
the same orientation.
Table III-6 shows the results of a survey relative to space-
craft mating preferences performed by MDAC at our request. All
spacecraft prefer mating in the vertical position. In addition
to preferences, there were four spacecraft that required vertical
mating because of:
1) bubble entrapment in the hydrazine system (no bladder explu-
sion);
2) "fines" from the catalyst bed migrating out to the thrusters
if handled horizontally;
3) a sun shade that cannot be handled horizontally because it
cannot support itself in a one-g environment;
4) a long cylindrical solar array on booms that cannot be handled
horizontally in a one-g environment.
With attention to design, these problems might be resolved, but
it is doubtful if they could be designed to be compatible with
both horizontal and vertical processing. For example, the sun
shade could probably be designed to support iteself in either a
horizontal or vertical attitude without a weight penalty, but the
structural beef up to accommodate either attitude would probably
result in a weight penalty. In every case, the spacecraft will
eventually be oriented vertically for launch.
For Tug-only processing (before spacecraft mate), cost, process-
ing span times, and crew sizes were not significant discriminators.
However, transportation to the launch pad after mating in the
vertical position does have significant delta cost factors. A
vertical transport trailer would have to be developed. The
canister would require end openings for vertical loading with a
crane , or as an alternative, a facility manipulator similar to
the PCR manipulator could be provided. For 100K clean process-
ing, the airlock roof on the SAEF-1 building would have to be
raised to facilitate vertical transportation.
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Table III-6 Vertical vs Horizontal Processing, Spacecraft-to-Tug Mating
Current Preferred Mandatory
Currently Mating Ops Mating Ops Mating Ops
Spacecraft Flying Horiz Vert Horiz Vert Horiz Vert Considerations
1 ATS x x xi x
2 CSC X X X * All Currently Flying
3 aE X Spacecraft Are Mated
4 ATS-EXP X To Their Carrier In
5 CSC-EXP X Vertical Position
6 SEOS-EXP X
7 AGOES X * All Spacecraft
8 SMS X X X Surveyed Prefer Mat-
9 MJS x X x ing In Vertical Position10 OSCS x x x x
11 FSC x x x * At Least Four of Space-
12 DSP x x x X craft Surveyed
13 DSCS-S X Demand Mating In
14 DSP-S X X Vertical Position
After analyzing the considerations, it was recommended that, when
the Tug is separated from the spacecraft, the Tug be processed in
the vertical and transported in the horizontal attitude. To sup-
port vertical processing, a vertical cell will be required in the
TPF. Mating and payload (Tug/spacecraft) processing after mating
should be in the vertical position.
At this time, some spacecraft preferences/requirements after mating
require vertical transportation. As the Tug prefers horizontal
transport, the spacecraft would appear to be driving the Tug
toward vertical transportation. As an alternative, those space-
craft that require vertical orientation at all times could be
integrated with the Tug in the PCR on an exception basis.
C. REQUIREMENTS FOR PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (TASK 4.0)
A portion of the Tug Fleet and Ground Operations Schedules and
Controls study was devoted to an analysis of the payload inte-
gration requirements. Physical integration requirements were
studied in conjunction with the baseline Tug processing analysis
performed in task 1.0. This task concentrated on the analytical
and planning integration normally associated with that period of
time during the mission planning era after payload flight assign-
ments/schedules have been developed.
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1.0 Multiple Payload Integration
Figure III-17 illustrated one of the more significant aspects of
analytical integration--treatment of multiple payloads. Approxi-
mately 40% of the Tug flights involve multiple payloads combining
two or more spacecraft with the Tug and kick stages. Multiple
payload missions will require upstream management and analytical
integration as well as close coordination during launch site
processing. Titan III experience shows a high potential cost per
flight for multiple payload integration activity even with stand-
ard and simplified interfaces. Previous NASA-contracted studies
addressed the issue of who should do multiple spacecraft integra-
tion. Four viable candidates were identified:
1) One of the individual payload owner-operators, possibly the
dominant one in the case of unequal value or complexity of
payloads;
2) The Shuttle owner or operator;
3) Some independent payload integrator;
4) The carrier, such as Spacelab (in this case, the Tug).
Experimenters 
- 40% of Tug Payloads Are Multiple Candidates
- Titan III Experience - Integration Cost/Flight
- Four Multiple Payload Integrator Candidates
Payload Payload - One of the Payloads -Dominant
- The Shuttle
Agency Agency
- An Independent Integrator
- The Tug Project
Payload Management Operations Analysis
Multiple Requirements Analysis Sequencing
Payload Division of Labor Maneuvers
Integration Physical Integration Payload Separation
Scheduling Accessory Management
Pallets, Cradles, Shroud
Launch Analytical Integration Mockup, Simulators
Operations Thermal Modeling Service Kits, Consoles
Shuttle Thermal Modeling
Integration EMI, Contamination
Figure III-11 MuZtiple Payload Integration
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Figure 111-12 illustrates the criteria used in that study to
assess the four candidates. The results were reassessed to deter-
mine the applicability to the Tug. In general, the criteria for
evaluation and the results seem to be apDrooriate.
* Most Responsive to User Requirements * Lowest Cost per Launch
* Discrete, "Decoupleable" Segments
* Fewest in Series Organizations Experimenter
* Agency Capabilities
* Fewest Changes in Transition to Operational Era
* Flight Density
* Fewest Joint Operations per Mission Carrier (Tug)
* Sustaining
Engineering
* Experiment
Integration
* Training
* Flight Readiness
Potential Interfaces
huttle Crew Launch Mission
Owner Training Site Planning/
Support Headquarters
Integration Ground
Comb Tests Scientists Lead Center
Headquarters
Figure III-12 Criteria for Selection
The conclusion is that either an independent integrator or the
carrier (in this case, the Tug) best satisfies the criteria. In
either case, it is probable that the Tug project would have those
responsibilities early in the program and could at some point
relinquish that responsibility to a payload integrator.
Because the present interface concept seems to be moving toward
most interfaces between the spacecraft and Orbiter being routed
through the Tug, the Tug project appears to be the most logical
candidate for multiple payload integration and is the recommenda-
tion of this study.
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2.0 Level I Integration
Another one of the more significant concerns associated with pay-
load integration is development of a technique for verification
of level I integration. Level I integration can be considered in
two parts: 1) off-line integrations with the Orbiter using some
type of simulation device, and 2) actual integration into the cargo
bay. The study addressed the former.
Several previous studies performed by and for NASA-KSC established
a set of objectives that should be considered when evaluating
various techniques for off-line interface verification. Not all
of the objectives are applicable to Tug missions. An analysis
of these interface verification objectives revealed that most will
be accomplished when the first few Tugs are processed. The pri-
mary reason is that most payload-to-Orbiter interfaces are through
the Tug and/or deployment adapter, and the Tug-to-Orbiter inter-
faces become standard in the operational phase. It would be naive,
of course, to assume that no interface changes will occur in an
eight-year, 165-flight program. In addition, some spacecraft
require direct interface with Orbiter (gases and fluid only) that
probably would be provided by kit and would require verification
on an individual basis.
Two of the objectives require some type of level I integration
device:
1) Verification that all system interfaces between the payload
and Orbiter are functional;
2) Software validation between the LPS, Tug computer, space-
craft computer(s), and the controlling ground station.
The study addressed various techniques for satisfying these two
objectives including a fixed level I integration device that
would be a replica of the Orbiter physical and functional inter-
faces, separate and mobile simulation devices, and simulation
built into the Tug processing cells. None of these approaches
satisfy the software integration objective without an additional
simulation laboratory.
Figure 111-13 illustrates the recommended approach. Although
payload to Orbiter interfaces can be complex, especially on
multiple payload missions, many interfaces can be standardized
to a large extent through the proper use of a user's guide and
analytical integration. If software compatibility and integra-
tion is performed in a simulation laboratory, then functional
interface verification can be performed during Tug processing
in the TPF test cell. Some additional equipment would be re-
quired, but one set could be used to service both TPF cells.
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This approach would provide a very high level of confidence in
interface compatibility before the payload is integrated with the
Orbiter.
Tug Project
..rf........ , , ,ayiuu iaidyticai i ntegration
Standardize Interfaces Thru Detailed Tug
User's Guide
Perform Software Compatibility Integration in
Upstream Simulation Laboratory Similar to SAIL
TPF Test Cell Launch Processing
Build Orbiter Simulation Into TPF Cell
Perform Orbiter/Payload Function Interface
Additional Equipment Verification in TPF Cell During In-Line
Processing
MSSIPSS Control Consoles
S/C Unique Panels
Orbiter Cabling
Orbiter Payload Support
Equipment Simulation
Cargo Bay Retention Points
Built Into Cell
Figure I-13 Recommended Approach - Level I Integration
3.0 Software Integration
Phase I software integration should begin during the programming
production phase. This checkout and debugging is accomplished
with the computer playing into standard simulation routines. It
is highly desirable that the element contractor monitor this soft-
ware checkout and de-bug; later changes are going to cost more time
and money.
Since the phase I simulations are with standard software routines,
the simulation may be deficient in nonlinear reactions and cer-
tain interactions that will be present later. However, this
simulation will check some contingencies and interactions.
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Software integration and compatibility verification will be com-
pleted in phase II at the end of the verification and validation
phase. Figure III-14 illustrates the recommended elements of
phase II integration. This phase functions the LPS with the hard-
ware (or its simulators) with the interfacing hardware. The hard-
ware can be a high fidelity mockup, an integration laboratory with
both flight equipment and simulators, or with actual hardware.
Orbiter
Payload Supp.
DOD Missions Equipment
SGS STD Payload
RTS ~Safing
MSSIPSS
Test Tug/Spacecraft
Control Center I ntegration
Tug Management
Maintenance Verification And Validation Control
VWith A High Fidelity Mockup
Or Integration Laboratory
Or Actual Hardware
Figure 111-14 Recommendations - Software Integration, Phase II
This validation is probably performed at a NASA facility due to
the amount of hardware required. The verification and validation
is performed with actual interfaces. To increase the validity
of the integration, very few sofware simulations should be per-
mitted. Dynamics and interactions should be tested with hardware
interfaces.
The criteria for success will be twofold. First, outputs should
be compared with the phase I integration (checkout and debug).
One-for-one correspondence should be present. Secondly, the
dynamics of the equipment are tested against the assigned cri-
teria. After initial usage, this laboratory set up should be
maintained for the duration of the program. Each new software
program should be played against the laboratory set up to verify
compatibility before being shipped to the launch site.
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4.0. Tug User Guide
Figure 111-15 illustrates a concept proposed in earlier studies--
use of a set of handbooks and user guides. Both have received
wide acceptance and are being applied. For example, the Launch
Site Accommodations Handbook for Shuttle Payloads has been pub-
lihpd in nrpliminar form The Snpc.vr., Tleor'_ GuIdJC i in th
review cycle.
* Defines Integrated
Handbooks Shuttle Operations
* Rqmts on User
Shuttle Shuttle * Resources Provided
User's Guide
lTug I
Launch
Site 4 Shuttle Controls
Payload Payload Controls
Other Carrier Tug
Mission User's Guide User's Guide
Operations ,
* Source Data Experimenters Experimenters
* Basis For
User Guides User Guide
Safety Content
Disciplined Ops Mandatory * Payload Chargeable Items
Interface * Tug System Descriptions
Compatibility 
* Payload Accommodations
User Data Quality * Payload Constraints
Exp. Test Procedures * Tug/PL Interfaces - Physical, Functional,
User Internal Facilities, Launch Processing
Documentation Discretionary * RoleslResponsibilities/Agreements
User Flight e Safety
Readiness * Security
Figure III-15 Tug User Guide
The early development of a Tug user's guide that provides both
mandatory compliance data as well as information is recommended.
In order to achieve the standardization desired, the user's guide
should be published early in the program to provide interface
definition to spacecraft development phases.
The final report contains a detailed outline for a Tug user's
guide. The user's guide should provide the potential user with
information defining what his roles and responsibilities are, as
well as what the Tug will provide. Tug system descriptions, pay-
load accommodations, and constraints that the Tug mission will
impose on him should be defined in detail. Interfaces with which
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he must be compatible--physical, functional, and operational--
should be defined. Certain elements of the user's guide are
mandatory; others are negotiable.
Mandatory data includes that data to which the user must comply
to be compatible with the Tug. For example, certain interfaces
will be standard. The user must be compatible with that inter-
face or must provide an adapter. An alternative is for the Tug
project to provide an inventory of adapters for Tug users. Safety
is another mandatory requirement. All user's must comply with
certain safety standards and be able to demonstrate compliance.
Generally independent spacecraft operations are discretionary
but, when integrated into other elements of the program, such as
the Tug or Orbiter, disciplined operations to protect personnel
and hardware become mandatory.
Other information is discretionary. For example, assuming that
the Tug provides the required accommodations to the user, the
quality of data obtained by the user is not the concern of the
Tug project. However, years of NASA and industry experience
would dictate things that can be done by the user to enhance his
data quality. Such information, if included in the user's guide,
would be discretionary.
D. SITE ACTIVATION (TASK 5.0), IUS/TUG TRANSITION (TASK 6.0) AND
UNCLEAN PROCESSING (TASK 10.0)
The study plan defined three separate tasks addressing site se-
lection/activation, transition, and an alternative factory clean
processing assessment. In performing the study, selection of an
appropriate facility was driven by the cleanliness level involved
in processing, and activation of the facility was effected by the
extent of commonality or joint usage possible in the transition
period from IUS to Tug. Consequently, these three study elements
were performed concurrently with appropriate iterations between
the three. It also provides a clearer understanding of results
to discuss the three tasks simultaneously.
1.0 Commonality Assessment
In selecting a recommended facility for processing the Tug, one
of the decisions that affected the TPF size was whether or not
the IUS should be processed in the same Tug facility. To objec-
tively determine the desirability of processing the IUS and Tug
together, commonality between IUS and Tug operations was inves-
tigated. In the TPF, areas of IUS/Tug commonality are primarily
LRU and GSE checkout areas and shop and support areas that are
not sensitive or dedicated to the type of hardware processed in
that area. Because of the difference in size of the 14.7 ft
(4.5 m) diameter Tug and the 10 ft diameter IUS, two different
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refurbishment and checkout cell sizes are required in the TPF. It
is possible to make cells convertible to either Tug or IUS; how-
ever, time to convert and the traffic density indicate that the best
approach would be to provide two Tug cells and one TUS cell, if
a combined facility is selected. The cryogenic Tug will require
a hydrogen burn stack and an external oxygen vent, while the
hypergolic !US will reqir -xidier and fuel vapor combustinI~L6I'~~YY~-- -~--- ~ -- I- ~-~ -- - -~------
units. The Tug will use the LPS for checkout and monitoring,
requiring an LPS station in the checkout area. Current IUS planning
indicates that van-mounted GSE will be used for checkout off-
Orbiter and LPS for checkout on-Orbiter. The servicing/pressuriza-
tion GSE supporting the Tug and IUS MPS will be different. The
Tug MPS operating pressure is 17 to 18 psia (11.7 x 104 to 12.4
x 104 N/m2 ) while the IUS MPS is a 160-psia (11.03 x 105 N/m2)
system. This GSE would also be procured by two government agencies
from their respective contractors. Fuel cell reactants servicing
GSE would be peculiar to the Tug, while APS servicing/pressuriza-
tion GSE could be made common for both stages since the propellant
is the same. Because of size differences, the handling GSE will
also be different. The LCC would require consoles and racks that
are unique to the IUS and unique to the Tug for propellant load-
ing and systems monitoring. Therefore, sufficient area is re-
quired in the LCC for both the IUS and Tug propellant loading and
system monitor consoles/racks.
There is little commonality of schedules for the IUS and Tug.
After IUS IOC in 1980, fairly heavy IUS traffic is scheduled,
which will be concurrent with Tug facility construction/modifica-
tion and activation. After Tug IOC in 1983, the TUS traffic falls
off while the Tug performs the bulk of the missions requiring an
upper stage.
The IUS ground checkout approach is different from that of the
Tug. The IUS approach to minimize costs is to use an existing
stage and its support equipment, while the Tug will be designed
to use the LPS capabilities. The IUS ground checkout software
is keyed to existing van mounted automatic checkout equipment.
Some commonality may be possible since the IUS must be LPS com-
patible in the Orbiter.
There is some commonality in crew skills and training in the area
of ground handling and avionics. Cross training might be bene-
ficial in certain skills, but in most systems there is no com-
monality. For example, with the exception of APS servicing the
propellant/propulsion system for the IUS and Tug are different
to the extent that cross training would not be practical.
As with training, the areas of commonality with respect to safety
requirements fall mostly in avionics, stage handling, and APS
servicing. There is very little commonality in the propellant/
propulsion systems.
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It is concluded that there is little commonality in in-line process-
ing requirements and some commonality in off-line support areas and
requirements. Consequently, there is little apparent advantage to
a common IUS/Tug facility. The recommendation, therefore, is "do
not force fit the IUS into the Tug facility," consider, however,
common support shops, storage/warehousing and kick stage process-
ing.
2.0 Unclean Processing Alternatives
Facility selection narrowed down to three candidate locations:
SAEF-1, VAB low bay, or a new facility. The third option was
viable only if the first two proved to be inadequate. Initial
assessments of the SAEF-1 and VAB pointed out that one major
discriminator would be the type of environment under which the
Tug would be processed.
Figures III-16 and III-17 illustrate this very clearly. In Figure
111-16, the two facilities are compared, assuming that the Tug would
be processed in a 100K clean environment. The entire processing
area of SAEF-1 is a class 100K clean facility. It has an exist-
ing airlock, but it would require raising to accommodate vertical
processing. This was accomplished once before on SAEF-1 and the
cost is not prohibitive. SAEF-1 has fragmentation partitions to
make it leak check compatible. The primary disadvantage to SAEF-1
would be the requirement of an additional area for offices and
storage.
VAB
- SAEF-1
Pro: Existing Class 100,000 Area Sufficient Height for Vertical Processing As Is
Labs and Shops Available Can Accommodate IUS and Tug
Existing Airlock (Mod) Office, Shop, Lab, and Storage Space Available
Cranes Have Capacity Cranes Have Capacity
Leak Check Compatible
Con: Airlock Needs Height Increase Extensive and Costly Mods to Make 100,000 Clean
New Building Required for No Airlock
Offices and Storage Cells Not Enclosed
Cells Not Leak Check Compatible
Conclusion: For Class 100,000 Clean Tug Processing, Use SAEF - 1
Figure III-16 Class 100K Clea- TPF Location Comparison
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On the other hand, the VAB is a large open bay area with exposed
girders. The cost to convert this area to a class 100K clean
facility would be prohibitive. An airlock would have to be added,
the cells enclosed and frag nets or partitions would be required.
Consequently, the SAEF-1 building would be the logical selection
for processing the Tug in 100K cleanliness environment.
By contrast, Figure III-17 shows that comparing the same facilities
with respect to processing the Tug in a factory clean environment
result in the recommendation to use the VAB low bay area. It has
all of the same advantages shown in the previous comparison but
does not require the extensive and costly clean room modifications
or the addition of an airlock. On the other hand, the selection
of SAEF-1 would be a poor use of a large class 100K clean area
especially when clean areas are at a premium in the Shuttle era.
VAB
SAEF-1 
VAB
Pro: Leak Check Compatible Sufficient Height for Vertical Processing
Final Wipe-Down Area Exists Work Platforms Available (Mod)
Cranes Have Capacity Can Accommodate IUS and Tug
Labs and Shops Available Office, Shop, Lab, and Storage Space Available
Cranes Have Capacity
Con: Poor Use of 100,000 Clean Area Cells Not Enclosed
Airlock Mod for Vertical Processing Building Not Leak Check Compatible
IUS Cannot Be Accommodated Easily Mod Required to Cell Platforms
New Building Required for Storage, Mod Required to Provide Clean RoomOffices Around Spacecraft When Mated
Conclusion: For Factory Clean Tug Processing, Use VAB Low Bay
Figure 11-17 Factory Clean TPF Location Comparison
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The feasibility of processing the Tug in a "factory clean" en-
vironment was addressed to provide one of the discriminators for
facility selection. The Shuttle program imposes cleanliness re-
quirements on the Tug. First, the Tug must be compatible with
the Orbiter bay (visibly clean per SN-C-0005); second, the Tug
must be compatible with a majority of the spacecraft (class 100K).
The correlation between a visibly clean surface and a clean room
class is not directly or measurably related. A clean room class
measurement is the number of particles of a specific size in a
specific volume; visibly clean is absence of particulate and non-
particulate visible to the normal unaided eye. However, based on
experiences with the Skylab contamination experiments, the Skylab
contamination working group, and subsequent contracted efforts
with JSC, the consensus is that by visibly cleaning the Tug sur-
face in accordance with the JSC Specification SN-C-0005, the Tug
will be compatible with the prelaunch cleanliness conditions of
the Orbiter bay and spacecraft with 100K cleanliness requirements.
The basic question then is when and where, during the ground re-
furbishment process, should the Tug be cleaned? Should it be
refurbished in a factory environment in an as-received condition
(returned from mission or received from contractor) and then
cleaned to the required cleanliness specification just before
mating with spacecraft or canister, or should it be cleaned first
and then processed in a class 100K clean room and continuously
maintained in that environment throughout the prelaunch activities?
The study assessed the impact of the various types of contamina-
tions that might reasonably be expected as a result of the flight
environments, processing anomalies, and maintenance cycles. For
example, refurbishment due to flight environment degradation or
anomalies, such as hydraulic fluid or hydrazine spills, create
some significant concerns for processing in a clean room. As an
objective, refurbishment should be accomplished before entering
a clean room; however, in some facilities, that is not practical.
The entire SAEF-1 building, for example, is a clean room with the
exception of the airlock area. If that building were selected for
TPF, space limitations would dictate that refurbishment be per-
formed in the clean area.
The conclusions of this assessment follow:
1) The Tug is not critically sensitive to contamination with the
exception of specific components such as the star tracker
which could be protected locally.
2) By designing contamination cleanliness features into the Tug
such as cleaning accessiblilty, selection of materials, and
imposing flight constraints, no contamination to the space-
craft is envisioned as a result of flying the Tug.
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3) Martin Marietta's Viking experience has shown that it will
take about 30% longer to refurbish the Tug in a class 100K clean
room than in a factory clean area because of the stringent clean-
ing procedures required for equipment and tools, cleaning materi-
als used, personnel clean room clothing, maintenance requirements,
and training programs required.
4) ad n mt-uC of the Tug for uobital missions, a sizeable
maintenance program with inherent contamination problems ac-
companying these operations could occur. These contamination
conditions could be of severe enough magnitude that operations
in a clean room would be costly and time consuming.
The assessment resulted in the following six recommendations with
respect to Tug processing:
1) It is recommended that the Tug be refurbished and processed
in a factory clean environment.
2) The factory clean facility should be designed for high stand-
ards of shop cleanliness such as slick surfaces on floors,
walls, and ceilings so that particulate cannot settle on it
and then later recirculate because of air currents. Extensive
janitorial services should be provided during working periods.
Tug sensitive elements, such as the star tracker, should be
protected locally.
3) A contamination control plan should be implemented to reduce
contamination to a minimum during Tug refurbishment.
4) If a Tug is to be placed in storage after refurbishment, it
should be placed in a bag and stored in an environmentally con-
trolled facility to minimize particulate settling on the sur-
face and the chance for corrosion.
5) The Tug should have its surface cleaned just before placing it
in the payload canister so as not to degrade the cleanliess
environment in the Orbiter payload bay. A spacecraft clean
room enclosure should be provided in the factory clean area.
6) For those payloads whose particulate contamination conditions
must be controlled to more stringent tolerances than class
100K level, the payload will have to provide the necessary
cleanliness protection such as protective shrouds or some
local contamination control such as aperture door covers.
3.0 Facility Selection and Activation
Based on the conclusion that there are advantages to processing
the Tug in a factory clean environment and supplemented with
additional considerations such as cost and operational flexibility
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developed in the course of the study, the recommendation is to
process the Tug in the VAB low bay. This releases the SAEF-1 for
those spacecraft that require 100K clean processing which is
attractive from a programmatic point of view.
Figure III-24 presents the recommended flow of hardware through
the facilities. Seven options were analyzed after the facility
was selected. In the recommended option, both the IUS and Tug
are processed in the VAB low bay in a factory clean environment.
This implies that classified payloads can be handled in the same
facility as commercial and foreign national payloads. As an
alternative within the option, all IUS could be processed in the
DOD building and all Tugs in the VAB. When DOD requires a Tug,
it could be moved to the DOD building after maintenance and check-
out. This option would limit classified operations to the DOD
facilities.
VAB TPF WTR Tug
Tug andIUS
NASA,NN/D and
DOD Tug
NASAand
Spacecraft
Tug Processing
IUS Processing
IUS and Tug Cleaning
Kick Stage Mate
NASA, NN/D and DOD
Spacecraft to IUS/
DOD Tug Mate
Spacecraft Classified Operations IUS Propellant
Loading
Payload to Orbiter
Mate
Tug Propellant
Features: Loading
Factory Clean Countdown
Processing Launch
IUS Cells and TugIUCells in VAB DOD Facilities
Spacecraft Moves to
Tug/IUS, for Mate
Classified Operations
in DOD, TPF, PCR/Pad DOD Spacecraft Processing
Classified Operations
Figure III-18 Option 6 - Factory Clean Processing (Recommended)
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Finally, this task addressed site modification and activation
requirements. Figure III-25 reflects a milestone schedule for the
construction phase. Program requirements must be complete at the
beginning of 1980 in order to develop design criteria. Long lead
materials must be defined in the fourth quarter of 1980 because
some previous off-the-shelf hardware has now gone to two-month
lead time and material such as cables have gone out as far as a
one-year lead time. There is an incompatibility in the GSE in-
stallation date. The present Tug schedules do not show the GSE
available for installation until December 1982 while the activa-
tion schedule requires it in December of 1981.
1980 1981 1982
1 2 3 14 11 2 3 14 1 2 3 4
V Program Requirements
V A&E Selection
V Facility Contractor Selection
V JOD/DOD
V GSE Contractor Selection
V Pack & Ship GSE
V Long Lead Materials
Selection Subcontractor V
Material Available V
GSE Available V-
GSE Inst'l Complete V
GSE Checkout Complete
Figure III-19 Construction Phase Milestones
Table III-7 provides a summary of some critical procurement/
activation dates. Several significant items are highlighted by
the arrows. For example, the pad must be available for modifica-
tion in February 1981 and for engineering model checkout in April
1983. This is during the peak period of IUS flight activities
and will require close coordination between the two programs. In
addition, an Orbiter or an Orbiter simulator will be required for
approximately three weeks in April 1983 to facilitate Tug propel-
lant loading and countdown demonstrations with the engineering
model. The study recommends the use of an engineering model for
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site activation (pathfinder approach). This could conceivably be
the Structural Test Article (STA) or Propulsion Test Vehicle (PTV)
of the Tug qualification program. However, schedule incompatibil-
ities, exist. STA and PTV will not be available until July and
November 1983, respectively. The engineering model is required
at KSC in February 1983.
Table 111-7 Critical Procurement
SITES
SAEF 1 or VAB Available for Modification - December 1980
OPF Available for Modification - April 1981-*--
Pad Available for Modification - February 1981 *-
SAEF 1 or VAB Available for Engineering Model Checkout -
February 1983
Pad Available for Engineering Model Checkout - April 1983 --
EQUIPMENT
Engineering Model at ETR - February 1983
Dummy Spacecraft and Kick Stage at ETR - February 1983
Canister/Transporter Available - April 1983
Orbiter Available on Pad for Engineering Model Checkout -
April 1983 -
Flight Tug on Site - September 1983
Spacecraft and Kick Stage for Mate - November 1983
ASSUME
Go-Ahead - January 1980
First Launch - December 1983
IUS/TUG FLEET UTILIZATION (TASK 3.0)
This task performed a fleet utilization assessment from a ground
operations point of view. Three main areas were studied: fleet
management concepts, contingency analysis, and active/total fleet
sizing. To develop a realistic fleet size, it was necessary
to perform some sensitivity analyses in this task, although over-
all sensitivity analysis was performed in Task 9.0 in support of
the optimization efforts.
1.0 Fleet Management Concepts
While the study report addresses the elements of fleet management
as shown in Figure 111-20, only the fleet utilization planning
element of management is discussed here. The recommended fleet
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management concept uses man and machine in their most effective
roles--a mechanized system to provide the data and information,
man to make the decisions based on that data.
Management IntormationI nterfacelData 
__ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
Coordination TUG PERFORM COST FLEET SCHEDULES
MaintenancelRefurb...
QualitylSafety
Tug Data
Sustaining
- Logistics Engineering Performance
Measuring Fleet Utilization
Configuration System PlanningCo nfigu ration
Management
Transportation Man - Decisions Machine - Data
& Handling
Figure 111-20 Fleet Management Elements
The numerous program variables dictate that Tug fleet utilization
planning include a mechanized system to assist Tug management.
Consider, for example, the problems involved in control and sched-
uling of 165 flights over an eight-year period, with many of the
flights bringing together several spacecraft and kick stages.
The Tug fleet annual inventory will vary from two to as high as
seven at any point in time. Tugs may have different performance
characteristics; flights may occur from ETR or WTR. At any time
a Tug could be out of service because of a contingency landing
at a remote site. Other contingencies must be accommodated.
For example, a given Tug may be randomly out of service for un-
scheduled depot maintenance at any time.
In addition to hardware and resource variables, Tug fleet utiliza-
tion planning must be compatible with numerous operational inter-
faces. Tug utilization planning can be subdivided into Tug pay-
load planning and Tug fleet utilization planning as shown on
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Figure 111-21. Tug payload planning includes analyzing payload
interfaces with the payload agent and developing the Tug traffic
model iteratively with the payload agents' mission planning and
Tug flight planning. For payload planning, mechanized systems
exist, and more comprehensive systems are being developed to
assist in the planning. Tug fleet utilization should be itera-
tively planned with the three areas and with Tug ground opera-
tions planning, Tug orbital operations control planning, and
the spares status and inventory to develop the project level
utilization plan. This plan must be integrated with the STS/
Shuttle plan. The heavy payload traffic and long Tug opera-
tions program that is planned, the large number of parameters
that must be considered for each mission's priorities, and the
necessity for both rapid contingency and recovery planning estab-
lish the requirement for mechanized planning assistance. Because
of the complex nature of the fleet utilization planning task,
man must be kept in the loop to make the basic decisions.
Payload Agent Mission
Responsibility Planning
tTug
Requirements Analysis Tug Utilization Planning Flight
Traffic Model Planning
Payload Grouping Tug Payload Flight Modeling
Payload Modeling Planning Flight Plans
Cargo Manifest Flight Operations
Ground Operations
In Support of Mission
Utilization Plan For Orbital Control
Fleet Operations Schedule Tug Fleet Spares Status
Fleet Operations Status Utilization M and
Flight Designation Planning System Inventory
Resource Allocation U
Tug Related Spares Status
Limited Shelf Life
Spares Configuration Status
Detail Plans & Timelines Tug Ground Tug Orbital Detail Plans, Time
& Status Operations Operations Lines & Status
Maintenance Planning Control Planning Mission Control
Launch Operations Center
Resource Utilization Network Support
Resource Utilization
Figure 111-21 Tug UtiZization Planning
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The system must be capable of providing tenative utilization plans
or planning aids, must readily accommodate the input of changes,
and must produce firm utilization plans and associated status data
for different planning horizons and corresponding levels of detail
in the format required for project implementation. This can be
achieved by providing two computerized segments and two levels of
data set inputs.
The necessary intervention of man is essential if the Tug fleet
utilization planning system is to have the adaptability to accom-
modate the continually changing planning requirements. The method
recommended, as shown in Figure 111-22, provides the two com-
puterized elements of this system with the capability to readily
accommodate changes in Tug operations requirements and planning
levels by input data set changes rather than algorithm changes.
This is facilitated by dividing the manual input data into a
problem dependent data set and a data base. The data base inputs
the normal (green light or current utilization plan) logic into
both computerized elements. The problem data set will normally
be changed for each tentative planning cycle. Trend analysis
changes are input manually through the data set affected. By
using the manual input data approach described above, changes to
operational networks, system resources, and planning horizons
are readily accomplished and do not require algorithm changes.
Initiate Utilization Plan
Problem Dependent
Data Set Adjust
--- - Utilization
Trend Data Plan
Analysis Ba se
Adjust Approve
Activity Or Activity
Sequence Sequence
Operations Defines Activities & Associated Utilization Approve
Model Time Spans, Resources & Plan Or Utilization
Predecessor/Successor Activities Generator Plan
Activity, Resurce&
Inventory Monitoring
Launch Processing
System
Orbital Operations Implement Utilization Plan
Control Planning
Spares Status
& Inventory
Figure 111-22 Tug Fleet Utilization Planning System
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The operations model maintains an intermediate (project) level
description of Tug ground and flight operations. This descrip-
tion is designed so that more summary description levels may be
selected by man. Included are the activities that might be re-
quired for a particular Tug flight, the resources available (Tugs,
ground support equipment), and the temporal relationships between
activities (payload unloading must be finished before payload
checkout begins). Each activity has, as part of its description,
its duration and the resources required to complete the activity.
The description of the available resources may include quantity,
characteristics, and assignments made for each resource. (Certain
payloads must be assigned to a pool of Tugs with specific modifi-
cations incorporated.) The temporal relationships between activ-
ities may include simple predecessors or more general relationships,
depending on the structure of the Tug operations.
The operations model must extract appropriate activity and resource
data from more detailed data bases, like the data base for the
Launch Processing System (LPS), and be readily compatible with
the less detailed operations descriptions used by the utilization
plan generator. When a particular set of flights is to be sched-
uled, the necessary information is extracted from the operations
model and provided to the utilization plan generator. Thus, changes
to Tug operations that result from trend analysis must be reflected
in the operations model. The primary feature of the operations
model is that changes in the operations description are made as
changes to the data base input, rather than as algorithm changes.
The utilization plan generator must be able to accommodate large
operations consisting of many activities and resources, and be '
capable of producing tentative schedules quickly to support man-
machine iterative planning. This indicates the use of classical
project scheduling techniques. Classical project scheduling uses
a relatively simple model requiring inputs of activity durations
and preceding/succeeding activity constraints, quantities of re-
sources needed by the activity, and available resource levels.
Complicated resource characteristics (the requirement to specify
the level of maintenance a Tug achieves after each activity) and
temporal characteristics (the requirement to accomplish two
launches within a maximum instead of specified or minimum time)
are purposely eliminated. The program can then provide good tenta-
tive schedules with men resolving the conflicts that are difficult
to express numerically.
Classical project scheduling will perform critical path analysis.
Resource level constraints are recognized, and temporal and re-
source related conflicts are detected and identified in the output.
Contingency resource level considerations and resource smoothing
capabilities are provided.
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The utilization plan generator has a requirement similar to that
of the operations model for extracting status data from more de-
tailed data bases, like the LPS for Tug ground operations, and
using it to obtain the less detailed data that is required for
utilization planning. The data are used to status existing uti-
lization plans and to show actuals for completed activities on
new plans.
The method selected for fleet utilization planning must have
adaptability to accommodate the continually changing planning
requirements. Part of the flexibility is provided by the con-
venient intervention of man. The method must accommodate changes
to operational networks and revisions to resources available. In
addition, the system must accommodate varied planning horizons and
levels of detail. For example, Table 111-8 shows some typical
planning horizons for the Tug. Each of these would probably re-
quire a separate planning module. An eight-year schedule was
selected because it gives visibility over the duration of the
projected traffic model.
Table III-8 Typical Schedule Horizons
Cycle Time
Horizon Basis for Horizon Level of Depth
8 years Duration of Projected
Soft Traffic Model Top Level Planning
3 years Nominal Payload Payload Schedules and
Intermediate Development Time Milestones
1 year
Firm Cargo Manifest Cycle Required Accommodations
6 months Nominal Integration Time More Detailed Facilities/
Firm at Development Center Resources
6 weeks Nominal Spacecraft Check- Operations and Handling
Firm out Time at Launch Site at Launch Site
157 hours Nominal Tug Turn- Detailed Checkout, Main-
Firm around Time tenance and Integration
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A three-year intermediate schedule was selected because it pro-
vides visibility across the period of time nominally required for
spacecraft development; and the capability to detect early prob-
lems developing in spacecraft schedules. Four firm schedules
were selected ranging from the one-year cargo manifest cycle to
the 157-hour turnaround cycle for the Tug.
While planning should become more detailed as utilization approaches,
planning needs can be roughly grouped in the following categories:
1) Firm Plans: Should cover approximately the next year with
adequate detail for recovery planning at! any time. This re-
sults in maximum detail for the next launch.
2) Intermediate Plans: Should normally cover approximately two
years beyond firm plans to provide adequate time for long
lead item identification. For some missions the period may
be much longer. Less detail is required than for firm plans,
but sufficient detail for recovery planning should be main-
tained.
3) Soft Plans: Needed for projected duration of the program be-
yond the intermediate plans. Only the minimum detail required
to define Tug ground and flight operations support for the
longer range payload and flight modeling should be maintained.
2.0 Contingency Analysis
Contingency analysis must be implemented in the planning stage of
the Tug program, and continue to effect real-time solutions involv-
ing rescheduling when a contingency occurs. The proposed real-
time contingency analysis techniques use the man/machine relation-
ships described in the Tug fleet utilization planning.
In the proposed method for handling real-time contingencies, man
and machine work together. The computer presents alternatives;
the man selects the alternatives. The computer simulates the
effect of the alternatives on both the Tug and other STS elements;
man chooses the most desirable approach. The machine then helps
man to implement the change. For this approach to be effective,
advanced payload utilization planning must identify and provide
for certain capability in the system.
Figure III-23 identifies the advanced planning methodology used
to identify contingencies, select system provisioning to accommo-
date these contingencies, and identify resources needed today to
become part of the system baseline for long lead planning. These
steps follow:
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1) Identify Potential Contingency Situations - Includes failures
(no-go) in every Tug system element such as Tug, GSE, kick
stage, facility and every system element that interfaces with
the Tug such as spacecraft, PCR, LPS, canister and Orbiter.
It includes schedule problems (no-shows) for most of these
elements, and considers programmatic changes such as major
program schedule changes, priority payload, or uneven launch
2) Assess Each Contingency Across Each Tug Ground Processing
Phase and Identify Alternatives for Each Phase - This resulted
in a matrix of potential solutions (alternatives) for each
contingency, depending on when the contingency occurs in the
flow. Alternatives will vary widely with point of time. For
example, the alternatives available for a spacecraft failure
at T-2 hours are considerably narrowed from the alternatives
available if the spacecraft fails six months before launch.
3) Identify Selective Contingency Provisions - Analysis of the
maxtrix resulted in identifying provisions in the system/
program, which should be incorporated early into the overall
design to allow accommodation of real-time contingencies. The
process is selective, based on a preponderance of contingencies
that may be accommodated by a single provision.
4) Identify Contingency Planning Resources - Planning resources
are those contingencies that must be defined early in the
system in order to implement the timely workaround of real-
time contingencies later.
Refurbishment TuglSpacecraft TuglSpacecraftl Lau nch Post
and Mate and Orbiter Mate Operations Landing
Checkout Checkout and Checkout
Identify Assess Each Contingency Situation Identify
Contingency Across Ground Processing Phases Alternatives
Situations For Each
Situation for
Each Phase
Identify Identify Contingencies l Input To
Selective Planning Resources Long Lead
Contingency Contingency
Provisions Planning
Figure III-23 Contingency Analysis Methodology
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The various alternatives that are possible in case of any system
element no-go are presented in simplified logic form in Figure
111-24. It represents the entire range of choices with alter-
natives for various no-gos. The bullets under the "Fly Alternate"
block are alternatives for system element no-gos that result in not
being able to fly the original spacecraft, Tug, kick stage on
schedule.
The diagram serves as a road map for contingency planning initially,
and summarizes the results of the planning. In a similar manner,
system no-shows and programmatic contingencies have been assessed.
No shows include such things as a late delivery of the spacecraft
or failure of an element to qualify for flight. Programmatics
include such things as a shortage of commodities.
System
No-Go
Safe
System
*All STS Elements
i Proceed
Repair Normal
System Processing
*All STS Elements
RescheduleOrAn Missions
Fly Failed
SFacility Contingency without FlyUse Software - Post Work Altuternate
Backup Landing Around * SIC Only . Buffer SIC
* PCR Integration I0 •Tug
* Launch Pad * Mass Simulator
* GSE Proceed *Non Tug Payload
" Third Shift/Weekends Normal * Kickstage
* Canisters Processing
Reschedule
Missions
*All STS Elements
Figure 111-24 Identify Contingencies - System No-Go
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Figure 111-25 identifies some of the contingency planning pro-
visions which, if implemented on an advanced planning basis, will
provide viable alternatives to solve no-go and no-show contingencies
that could occur in real time. Such provisions could prevent major
schedule perturbations and allow the program schedule to be main-
tained.
Airborne Hardware Provisions GSE Provisions
* Backup Tug * Functional Redundancy in
* Backup Kickstages Design (No Critical SFP's)
* Buffer Spacecraft * Add Additional End Items
* Mass Simulator - SIC 5 Only - Those>30o Usage
e Remote Site Safing & Handling
Facility Provisions Other Provisions
* Storage for Backup Tug & Kickstages * Increase Work Day/Week. No
* Additional Test Cell in TPF Additional Crew for ETR
* Functional Redundancy in Design * Increase Crew 25% for WTR
(No Critical SFP's): Propellant * Schedule and Control System
Loading, Pressurization, Power, - Assess Schedule Impacts
LPS, Canisters, Launch Pad - Define Alternatives
* On Pad-Tug/SIC Mate and Integration - Aid Man-Made Decisions
* OPF Installation of Tug
* Remote Site Safing
* Payload Changeout Compatibility
at Pad
Figure III-25 Contingency Provisions Summary
Not all of these are easily provided. For example, the payload
buffer has frequently been proposed as a means for providing flex-
ibility. Feasibility of the buffer concept depends on several
variables such as time until launch for substitute, excess pay-
loads available, integration complexity, and compatible launch
windows. However, Tug and Shuttle characteristics, such as
standard interfaces, families of standard adapters, benign en-
vironments, few payload-to-payload interactions, and adaptable
flight plans, make the concept at least worthy of consideration.
In terms of facility provisions, we recommend that certain options
be provided. For example, although we recommend payload installa-
tions on the pad, horizontal installation in the OPF should remain
an option as an alternative.
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With adequate flexibility built into the facilities, GSE, and
mechanized fleet utilization system, real-time contingencies can
be handled efficiently. Figures III-26 and III-27 illustrate the
operation of the fleet utilization planning system in real time.
When the utilization plan status report identifies spacecraft
CN-51A as being two weeks late, the Tug fleet utilization plan
computer is queried by manual input for the generic list of
alternatives under the category of late spacecraft. A specific
list of alternatives is then manually prepared and reviewed for
feasibility and completeness.
Modifications are made to the manually input data base, if re-
quired, and to the problem-dependent data set for each variation
of the feasible alternatives to be assessed. The input data are
also revised to limit the output of the utilization plan gener-
ator to the minimum satisfactory detail level and to only the
time-phased portion of the utilization plan that is affected.
* Delay Launch 2 Weeks Contingency: Late Spacecraft
Alternatives 
-
* Interchange Missions Alternatives -
* Fly A Buffer SIC in Place of CN-51 * Delay Launch
* Integrate CN-56 and CN-57-Fly * Increase Resources
Without CN-51 Change SpacecraftlGroup
* Cancel Launch - Reschedule Missions * Fly Buffer Spacecraft
* Reschedule Missions
* Man Gets Alternatives from Machine
* Man Selects Best
* Machine Assists in Implementation
Figure 111-26 Contingency Management - Determine AZternatives
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The output data from the utilization plan generator can include
activity sequence so the program logic can be checked; planning
aids such as critical path analysis, the effect of additional
resources, and resource smoothing; diagnostic data identifying
temporal- and resource-related conflicts; and tentative utiliz4-
tion plans. During the preparation of these tentative plans, the
data are iterated with the other planning areas, including STS/
LLShuttle planfLli.Lig, as required for the detail being considered.
These data are reviewed, and the plan to be implemented is de-
fined.
Data are manually input for final changes to the utilization plan
and to provide for the normal level of detail in the firm utiliza-
tion plan. Iteration with other planning areas is then extended
to this "increased detail level and the resulting approved plan
is implemented as a revision to the existing utilization plan.
" What is The Impact of A Delayed Launch
of Up To Two Weeks?
* Can We Recover Enough Time To Avoid
Impacting The Downstream Schedule? Schedule Impa-1, 3, 5 Day, 2 Week Delay
* Can We Interchange This Mission . Stus-Buer Availability Dae
With Another Downstream Mission? chedule Recovery - 2, 4, 6.... N OvertimeShifts
WsMission Satus - S/C Availability,
" Can We Launch Without CN-51 * Launch Windows
TuqlSIC Propertles - Weight Allowable C.G.
* Can We Launch A Buffer SIC? * Rqulred Prceiant Loa Taning Data
Query
Data
" Man Queries
* Machine Provides Data
* Man Makes Decisions
Figure 111-27 Contingency Management - Assess Alternatives
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3.0 Fleet Sizing Analysis
Using the current traffic model of the 165 Tug flights (includes
8 expendable flights), and using optimized scheduling, Figure
111-28, shows the number of Tugs required. The total Tug require-
ments are shown to be 14 for the program duration. This is based
on three things: expendable flights, maximum number of flights
per Tug, and reliability losses estimated at one loss/100 flights.
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Flights/
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Tug
Tu No 1 11212 7
TugNo2 121112----- 7
Tug No 3 1112 2 7
Tug No 4 11112 6
Tug No 5 1 2 2 3 10
Tug No 6 2 213 10
Tug No 7 11112 1 1111111 19(20)
Tug No 8 111 111111111111111 20
Tug No 9 1111 1 I i 21111122 0(18)
Tug No 10 1 111 1 1 1 1 211 1222 19(20)
Tug No 11 1111 1 111 11 21 1111 .20
Tug No 12 1111 1 111 1121 1 1II1 20
Total Flights 19 22 24 18 18 16 26 22 165
Tug No 13 Lost Tug Requirements Are NotTug No 14 Dependent on Build Rate
So Long As Active Fleet Size
Total Tugs = 14 Requirements are Met
Figure III-28 Tug Requirements - Early Build and Delivery
The figure shows an example of a schedule whereby all of the Tugs
are built, delivered, and are operational within the first 2
years of the operational program. Similarly, the schedule could
be revised to show a slow build, delivery, and use (outlined in
the schedule by the zip tone area), to satisfy a "block" design
concept without affecting the number of Tugs required simply by
flying each Tug more often after 1984, 1985 and the first quarter
of 1986. The number of Tugs required will be the same in either
case because of the large number of expendable flights in 1985/
1986--6 of the 8 total.
If the traffic model schedule and sequence changes, the total
number of Tugs required could change even though 165 flights are
made. The basic formula for determining the number of Tugs the
program requires is presented in Figure 111-29. It is segmented
into three categories: total number of expendable flights (may
be thought of as expendable Tugs); total number of flights by
Tugs not expended (to obtain total number of nonexpended Tugs
required); and Tugs lost because of unreliability. This gives an
idea of the relative importance of the expendables to the total
fleet size merely by examining the formula. If the expendable
flights can go down and/or the number of flights per expendable
Tug can go up, the fleet size can be optimized.
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Total Number of _ Total Number of Flights
Total Tugs Total Number of All Tug Flights By Tugs Being Expended Unreliability
Required Expendable Flights + MYimiim Niimh+r nf Flinhte npr Tiu Lssec
L r.......'' ' J"
8 + 165 - (Varies From 56 to 105)+ 1 Per 100 Flights
I Baseline of 20 (2 Total)
8+3 + 2 To8+6+2
Baseline
Total Tugs = 13 To 16 Depending on Expendable Flight Schedule
Required
Figure 1-29 Total Number of Tugs Required - Entire Program
Figure III-30 illustrates that sensitivity. The number of Tugs
required is a function of the number of expendable flights in the
traffic model. The sensitivity of the number is related also to
the number of flights each of those expended Tugs can make before
they are expended. The current traffic model dictates the probable
zone to be between 7 and 14 counting the expended flight; there-
fore, the number of Tugs required could vary between 13 and 16
(with 8 expendable flights). From point of view of Tug require-
ment, two things are required: (1) work the traffic model to
maximize the number of flights the expendable Tugs may make be-
fore being expended, and (2) try to reduce the number of expend-
able flights required.
To further emphasize sensitivity, if we ignore the shaded probabil-
ity zone and use the 8 Tugs that are to be expended on first
flight, the total fleet requirements would increase to 18. At the
other extreme, if we were able to manipulate the traffic model
so that each Tug had 19 flights before being expended on the 20th
flight, our total fleet could be reduced to 11.
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24 -r- ---- 14 Expendable Tug Flights
/ Based on Maximum of
22-- - 20 Flights Per Tug
12 ,. L---s .Probable Zone and 165 Total Flights
20 t--- - - - - -
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2
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Number of Flights of Expendable Tugs Only - Per Tug
Figure III-30
Sensitivity to Number of Expendable Flights and Flights/
Expendable Tug
The active fleet size required is a function of Tug ground turn-
around time, annual launch rate, and working days between launch
centers. The curve on Figure III-31 shows the fleet size sensi-
tivity to each of these parameters. The curve indicates a probable
need for two active Tugs and one backup Tug. The probable zone
indicated on the curve is based on:
1) Task 1 turnaround time of approximately 160 hours;
2) the Tug maximum launch rate from the traffic model;
3) launch pad refurbish of five days between launches (two launch
pads - dictates minimum launch centers of five days).
The active fleet size curve does not yield the annual Tug inven-
tory requirements. Two other factors need to be included: the
expendable Tug launch rate and the number of flights each ex-
pendable Tug makes.
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Figure III-31 Vehicle Active Fleet Size
The minimum annual Tug inventory requirements are shown on Figure
111-32. The current traffic model includes four expendable flights
in 1985 and two in 1986. To satisfy the launch rate, the expendable
rate, and to minimize the total fleet size, the annual Tug inven-
tory requirements in 1984, 1985, and 1986 are high. In 1987, 1988,
and 1989, the active fleet size is a function of turnaround time,
a launch rate, and launch centers only, as there are no expendable
flights in those years. The inventory requirements in 1990 and
1991 are up, again because of one each expendable flight in
those two years.
It is noted that no backup Tug is needed in 1984 because of the
availability of the expendable Tugs during that year. For the
years 1985 on, a backup should be added to the quantities shown
in the illustration for contingencies. If in 1985, 1986, 1990,
1991, any or all of the expendable flights occur in the last
quarter of that year, probably no backup would be needed for that
year. In any case, the backup Tugs do not affect the total fleet
size.
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X7 a= Total Required Including Expending
BaselineBaseline = Total Required Due To Launch Rate
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Year
Figure 111-32 Minimum Annual Tug Inventory Requirements
The Tug fleet size requirements can be summarized as follows:
1) The current traffic model requires 14 Tugs.
2) The baseline requirement could vary between 13 and 16 total
Tugs.
3) Total Tug requirements are sensitive to
- total number of Tug flights,
- total number of expendable flights,
- total number of flights each expendable Tug can make before
being expended.
F. COST ESTIMATIONS
At the conclusion of the study, cost estimations were performed
to develop ground operations costs per flight. Mission operations
costs are being developed under another NASA contracted study.
Cost estimates from that study must be integrated with these costs
to obtain total operations cost. Our approach to the cost esti-
mate is shown in Figure 111-33.
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Tug Ground'Operations Life Cycle Cost Approach
A detailed bottoms-up approach was used in estimating each task.
Appropriate engineering personnel created manpower requirements
at WBS levels 5 and 6. Material, GSE, and facility modifications
were estimated using engineering estimates of the materials and
manpower required. The costs of some items were based on recent
modification costs at KSC for similar items. Ground operations
costs for the operations phase were based on crew sizes related
to requirements as experienced in our Titan, Viking, and Skylab
programs. The detailed inputs were then evaluated parametrically
using historical factors and cost estimating relationships.
The total program costs were based on providing the cost of a
contractor-operated program for the DDT&E phase 1980 through 1983
and operations phase 1984 through 1991.
All material costs and labor rates are based on fiscal year 1974
dollars. No rate escalation or inflation factors were added.
Pricing ground rules included:
1) Construction costs for the central processing facility were
limited to ETR building costs. No facilities were built at
WTR; however, modifications to the PRR/pad for minimum launch
capability were included.
2) WTR launch and recovery are performed by a 41-man crew, 34 flown
in from ETR. This crew performs the prelaunch checkout of the
vehicle, stays at WTR during the mission, and safes the vehicle
when it returns to WTR before its ferry flight to ETR.
3) Processing Option 6 (factory clean processing in the VAB) was
used to show the minimum cost approach to handling the Tug.
This type of controlled factory environment reduces facility
maintenance costs.
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4) Crew sizing at ETR was designed to support Tug processing with
a two-shift operation and a Tug turnaround time of 160 hours.
Additional personnel were added to continue this operation
while supporting WTR launches.
5) Fleet utilization project management was staffed to handle
the overall task of scheduling Tug fleet operations, provid-
ing sustaining engineering effort, cost/performance manage-
ment, inventory control, and Tug project management.
The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) provided the framework for
structuring the various management and technical plans, opera-
tional schedules, cost and manpower estimates for the DDT&E and
operations phases. The Fleet Utilization Project Management 320-1A
contains the subelements necessary to overall program management.
Ground and launch operations at ETR and WTR are identical in types
of subelements, but differences occur in lower level items be-
cause of the nature of the program and the particular site func-
tions. Figure 111-34, a brief summary of the WBS used, shows
levels 3 and 4. Cost estimates were generally made at levels
5 and 6.
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Figure 111-34 Tug WBS
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The costs summarized in Table 111-9 are total costs .of the re-
lated WBS items for the DDT&E. These costs are incurred from
January 1980 to January 1984, which is the start date for opera-
tions. Elements common to the operations phase, such as launch
operations and refurbishment and integration, were not included
in the DDT&E phase. The additional costs of the processing of
the test article and first vehicle checkout before launch were
distibuLed into the DDI&E phase WBS elements, because the study
ground rule included the first flight article in DDT&E costs.
Table III-9 DDT&E Phase Costs 1980-1984 (Millions of Dollars)
Tug Fleet Utilization Project $ 7.61
Project Management $2.43
Systems Engineering and
Integration 2.49
Logistics 1.01
Software 1.68
Ground and Launch Operations, ETR 23.93
Site Management 1.28
Facilities 11.89
GSE 10.76
Ground and Launch Operations, WTR 5.00
Site Management .08
Facilities 2.99
GSE 1.93
Total Cost $36.54
The costs relating to the operations phase, defined as the launch
of the first vehicle, are total program costs from January 1984
thru December 1991. Those costs are shown on Table III-10.
The listed WBS element contains the total cost of each of the WBS
elements.
The average cost/flight is derived from the total operations phase
costs and the total number of flights. Comparisons on other basis
such as cost/flight/year will vary the average because of the launch
rate is not constant but the manpower is constant.
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Table III-10 Operations Phase Costs 1984-1991
(Millions of Dollars)
Project Function
Tug Fleet Utilization Project P 58.26
Project Management $11.54
System Engineering and
Integration 11.89
Logistics 21.78
Software 13.05
Ground and Launch Operations, ETR 48.24
Site Management 1.83
Facilities 9.13
GSE 2.14
Launch Operations 12.95
Refurbishment and
Integration 22.19
Ground and Launch Operations, WTR 5.55
Site Management .91
Facilities 1.25
GSE .46
Launch Operations 1.88
Refurbishment and
Integration 1.05
Total $112.05
Average Cost/Flight S 0.68
Although the total flights decreased from about 254 last year to
165 this year the cost per flight for ground operations increased
only slightly. This is because of some significant cost savings
that are realized as a result of improved concepts. For example:
1) Factory clean environment processing costs less than the 100K
clean processing because of elimination of special airlocks on
buildings and continuous maintenance costs of the facility
filtering system and additional maintenance personnel. Addi-
tional maintenance costs alone could run $100,000 per year.
2) Crew sharing between ETR and WTR to support launches instead
of a full-time crew reduced costs at WTR by almost $5M over
the eight years of operations.
3) Central Tug Processing Facility at ETR reduces the duplica-
tion of facilities and GSE requirements. Total duplication
of the facility would add nearly $16M to the DDT&E phase costs
at WTR.
4) The fleet management approach results in cost savings by pro-
viding continuous monitoring of Tug usage requirement and
projected usage, thus providing advanced planning on spares
procurement, major modifications to the Tug, and advanced
assignment of Tugs to spacecraft with the capability of real-
time assignment changes due to vehicle capability analyses.
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IV Concluding Remarks
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
------------------------------------------------------------------
The Space Tug enhances the value of the STS by capturing those
payloads requiring high energy orbits and the planetary missions
beyond the capability of the Shuttle Orbiter. The Tug will also
be used for spacecraft servicing, inspection, and retrieval to
obtain the maximum cost benefits from the STS. To realize these
benefits and attract potential users, it is imperative that the
Tug costs per flight be minimized without sacrificing safety,
reliability, and performance.
Several past and current studies address innovations in design
concepts. Although cost effective design concepts are necessary
and provide one area for reducing costs, perhaps an even more
fertile area lies in devising operational concepts that lend
themselves to lower cost methods of doing business. Of course,
these new methods can be implemented only if they are identified
early and the capabilities are built into hardware, system designs,
and management concepts.
This study has served that purpose by developing operations con-
cepts and assessing the impact of those concepts on the baseline
Tug design and the Orbiter interfaces. Where the baseline design
does not support the most efficient method of operation, design
changes have been recommended. Where the Tug-to-Orbiter inter-
faces do not adequately support the Tug operational requirements,
the study provides recommendations for improvement. Perhaps one
of the most significant contributions of this study, however, is
establishment of an "operational attitude" early in the Tug pro-
gram. Appropriately this operational attitude is expected to
solidify early Tug project planning with benefits already derived
from the common contractor progress reviews and data exchanges.
To be truly effective, the Tug project must continue to develop a
maintainable and operationalized design while simultaneously
developing appropriate fleet management and operations concepts.
All studies identify new factors that require additional or more
in-depth treatment. These candidates for further study arise
naturally from intelligence developed in the study or from
realization that study results are sensitive to parameters not
previously considered. Several candidates have been identified
in the final report. Three are of significant concern to merit
mention here.
1) Tug Requirement Inputs to WTR Facilities - The WTR Tug facil-
ity requirements must be identified early to allow incorpora-
tion into the initial conversion criteria. Unlike ETR, WTR
does not have the flexibility of two launch complexes for
Shuttle. Modification to accommodate the Tug requirements
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after initial activation would be expensive and could create
potential interference with ongoing WTR Shuttle flights.
Ideally, this effort should be performed concurrently with the
DOD study scheduled to start in March 1975.
2) Space Tug Influences on IUS Design and Accommodations 
- Although
the Tug will not be operational until late 1981, sparn raft
designed to fly on the IUS starting as early as 1980 will fly
later on the Space Tug. Some spacecraft launched by the IUS
may be retrieved by the Tug. Tug-to-spacecraft interfaces can
be standardized for those spacecraft designed to mate with Tug
after 1983; however, unless Tug inputs are provided to the IUS
accommodations concepts, extensive and costly adaptations may
be required for spacecraft designed in the IUS era but having
continued usage into the Tug era. The IUS IOC is 1980. To
provide meaningful inputs, Tug data should be developed con-
current with the ongoing series of IUS studies.
3) Station Set Inputs - The ETR launch site station sets have
been defined to varying levels of detail. Tug requirements
for joint usage areas, such as the OPF, PCR, and pad, have
not been defined to a corresponding level of detail. Unless
Tug requirements are defined sufficiently at the beginning
of the Shuttle era conversion period, postconversion modifi-
cations to accommodate Tug-unique requirements will be more
expensive and time-consuming. Tug station set requirements
for joint usage areas should be developed early in 1975;
the requirements for Tug-unique facilities, such as the TPF,
could be deferred until some later date.
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